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Buiding on 3 decades of experience in development and production of sanitary heat pumps, Gorenje has taken a step 

further. Cooperation of seasoned eminent  Gorenje experts has resulted in a new line of space heating heat pumps: 

AQUAGOR, TERRAGOR, and AEROGOR. Tested according to the most stringent European standards, Gorenje heat pumps 

deliver quality and reliability even in the coldest days.

Gorenje heating systems with a heat pump 

are both reliable and economical as they will 

reduce your heating bill by 60 to 75%.

NEW ENERGY OF CREATIVITY. 
AQUAGOR, TERRAGOR, AND AEROGOR HEAT PUMPS 

www.gorenje.com
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HomeCHEF is a revolutionary oven combining the knowledge of master chefs with user-friendly technology. While its large 

colour TFT display simplifi es the selection of settings by simply sliding a fi nger across the display, the greatest benefi t of 

the oven is a patented multi-step baking - STEPbake, which enables preset changes of temperature, heating elements and 

cooking time for your selected dish. HomeCHEF is the right choice for consistently delicious culinary experiences and will 

impress and inspire beginners and seasoned chefs alike.

HomeCHEF. OVEN FULL OF KNOWLEDGE.

GLM februar 2012 - oglas HomeChef ENG.indd   2 13.2.2012   13:16:39

Built-in heat pump | Very low per-cycle cost of drying A–40% | Patented laundry drying solution TwinAir | Unique fi bre 

smoothing method with the IonTech technology | Gentle drying with SensorIQ sensor technology

Resulting from years of experience amassed by Gorenje experts, and excellent understanding of the needs of the modern 

user, the new generation dryers also boast the SensoCARE solution for optimum choice of drying mode, great ergonomics, 

and remarkable energy effi  ciency.

SOFTNESS SENSATION. UltraSOFT.
NEW GENERATION DRYERS

www.gorenje.com

-40%

GLM februar 2012 - oglas UltraSoft ENG.indd   1 2.2.2012   15:25:06
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It doesn’t seem so long ago that talk of 'saving the 

planet' was an idea associated with a minority of 

people whose dedication to using fewer resources and 

creating less waste was seen as somewhat extreme and 

unnecessary. In recent years, however, even the most 

sceptical of  consumers have come around to the idea 

that much of this 'green thinking' is important. 

Even more importantly, we have been able to bring 

many of these smart or green ideas to fruition, to em-

brace them in both our daily lives and in our business 

environments. This is the only way to act in an environ-

mentally and socially responsible manner: focused on 

the future, bearing in mind the consequences of our 

actions today and in the (near) future. An old saying 

goes: "We do not inherit the Earth from our ancestors; 

we borrow it from our children." If we wish to preserve 

it, it is time for us to act. Every action counts – start-

ing with individual consumers and the simple lifestyle 

changes that we can make inside our own homes, and 

ultimately changing our mindsets when making impor-

tant business decisions.  

Our approach to the future requires courageous, inno-

vative business models. This special Going Green edi-

tion of Gorenje Lifestyle Magazine includes a story on 

the new business model of the GGE energy engineering 

joint venture company comprised of Gorenje, Geop-

lin, and Energetika Ljubljana. This exciting new ven-

ture sends the clear signal that the key to tackling the 

environmental challenges ahead of us lies in partner-

ship. Innovative approaches and alternative financing 

schemes that bring together companies with similar 

interests and working toward a common and goal are 

essential.

Now companies too – not only individuals with similar 

concerns and interests – are banding together to share 

and exchange valuable yet less tangible assets such as 

time, space and skills, together with money, to effect 

positive change. 

Investments in environmentally friendly technologies 

that reduce or optimize energy consumption and fa-

cilitate the use of renewable energy resources consti-

tute an investment in our future – which may pay itself 

back as early as tomorrow, but may instead take some 

years. These are long-term processes and therefore it 

makes sense to start living the change here and now. 

It is time to find and single out the real energy hogs 

in our households and replace them with more eco-

nomical appliances; to consider installing a heat pump 

or building our own solar power plant; and above all, 

to make a conscious decision to consume less power. 

Every day of the life we enact in our environment, we 

leave a footprint; and every day without change goes 

lost. 

We all have to try to do something to make a differ-

ence, both at home and in the working environment. 

It is time for change – and this change is our respon-

sibility. 

ENERGY SELF-
SUFFICIENCY 
AND 
SOLIDARITY 
ARE ThE kEy
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Gorenje heat pump water heaters provide ample amount of warm water for your daily needs in an effi  cient and nature-

friendly way. They allow you to save up to 75% of electric energy since as much as two thirds of the energy required for 

their operation is recuperated from the surrounding air. Your heating costs will be notably lower, but you will still enjoy the 

comfort of warm water.

High quality insulation | Electronic regulation with soft-push buttons | Air ducts | Vertical wall- and fl oor mounting | Option 

of additional heating source | Compact dimensions

THE COMFORT OF WARM WATER. 

www.gorenje.com
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Things Heating Up in Banská BysTrica
gorenje Heating event in Slovakia bringS expert tecHnicianS togetHer

Gorenje is steppinG up its efforts to 

get the news out of their new in-house 

manufactured heat pumps for room 

heating. Launches and sales in vari-

ous markets began last year; recently, 

the entire heating equipment program 

– which ranges from heat pumps for 

space and domestic hot water heat-

ing, water heaters and tanks, to air 

conditioning systems – was presented 

to business partners and service and 

installation technicians in the Slovak 

market. 

The presentation was part of the 

1st Gorenje Heating Systems Day in 

Slovakia, which was held  in Banská 

Bystrica, one of Slovakia’s most pic-

turesque towns. New heat pumps 

from Gorenje’s AEROGOR, TERRA-

GOR, and AQUAGOR lines received 

the most attention; after the presen-

tation, the showcased demonstrators 

were auctioned off. 

In most markets, Gorenje boasts a 

well-staffed expert development and 

technical team and a solid installation 

and service network, who can consult 

in the construction of new buildings 

and refurbishments, helping custom-

ers from the initial idea-stage of a heat-

ing system to final implementation for 

a warm, energy-efficient home. 

The event was attended by some 30 

installation and service technicians. 

Attending as a special guest, Green-

peace Slovakia representative Pavol 

Široký spoke about the difficult envi-

ronmental situation and the possibili-

ties offered by new technologies that 

allow people to make use of various 

renewable energy sources. And Slávo 

Jurko, popular Slovak sports commen-

tator and radio announcer, hosted the 

event.

01 Training participants took great 
interest in Gorenje's latest heat pumps 
and other novelties.

02 Marjan Laure, regional sales manager, 
with an open Gorenje heat pump.

03 Sales manager Gorenje Slovakia 
Rastislav Ondrejmiška and moderator 
of the event Slavo Jurko.

04 Participants also visited the Museum 
of Slovak National Uprising in Banská 
Bystrica.

01

0403

02
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a PLace In THE SUN
gorenje Solar celebrateS two yearS witH planS for expanSion and 
energy awareneSS

THE GORENJE SOLAR PROGRAM, WHICH 

offers solar power plants, recently pre-

sented its operations at a press con-

ference that marked the program's 

second anniversary. In the first two 

years, since its founding in 2009, the 

company focused on the Slovenian 

market exclusively; in the second half 

of 2011, however, they installed their 

first solar power in the Croatian mar-

ket.

To date, the company has set up 42 

solar power plants with a combined 

output power of 5,313 kW. This is 

equivalent to supplying the energy 

requirements of 1,300 households – 

and results in a decrease of carbon 

dioxide greenhouse gas emissions by 

3,790 tons annually. Gorenje Solar also 

markets," says program director Rok 

Lesjak.

The conference event also featured the 

presentation of a children's book “Lit-

tle house and the Sun”, the publishing 

of which was supported by Gorenje 

Solar. As explained by the book’s au-

thor Alenka Žumbar klopčič, the book 

seeks to raise children’s awareness 

of the importance of solar energy for 

power generation and of efficient use 

of energy, simply and effectively, using 

rich illustrations. Part of the event was 

a draw carried out in cooperation 

with the “Energija doma” ("Energy at 

home") web portal, where Gorenje 

presented the winner with a bonus cer-

tificate worth EUR 9,000 for the erect-

ing of a 4 kW solar power plant.

erected 5 of their own solar power 

plants within the Gorenje Group, with a 

combined power of 605 kW: three are 

in Velenje, and are also on display for 

Gorenje visitors, while two are at the 

Šoštanj manufacturing plants). 

Gorenje Solar has also developed their 

own control system that will allow con-

tinuous active control of solar power 

plant operation, which translates into 

higher reliability for investors.

"Forecasts for the industry may be 

somewhat bleak for this year, since we 

largely depend on the feed-in tariffs; in 

addition, we expect a slight slowdown 

globally. Nevertheless, Gorenje Solar 

is planning further growth, with focus 

on extending our activities to other 

01 Solar power plants built by Gorenje 
Solar also include two at the Mislinja 
Slovenian elementary school, with 
output power of 49.82 and 47.70 kW, 
respectively.

02 Rok Lesjak, head of Gorenje Solar 
program (right), handing out the EUR 
9,000 bonus certificate for the erecting 
of a 4-kilowatt solar power plant to the 
winner of the draw.

01

02
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emil Šehič, managing director of Zeos and project head, one of the 
"odločuj!" press conference host

ZEOS, THE WASTE ELECTRIC AND ELECTRONIC EqUIPMENT (WEEE) 

management company has launched a comprehensive 

project to raise the public – and especially school children 

– about the importance of separate WEEE collection of light-

ing fixtures and batteries. The campaign is titled "Odločuj!" 

(a new word coined from "decide" and "separate"). Various 

collection campaigns and events are scheduled to take place 

throughout Slovenia over the next two years. here ZEOS is 

hoping to generate response to recently-adopted EU envi-

ronmental directives, and to increase the amount of WEEE, 

lighting fixtures and batteries collected in Slovenia.  

The goal of the Slovenian WEEE campaign is to channel 

the waste to the right recycling centers, which will be en-

couraged by campaigns at elementary and high schools. 

A travelling campaign caravan, communication via popular 

social networking sites, and other efforts are to be used to 

raise general awareness of environmental issues concerning 

the manufacture and use of electronic and electric devices, 

WEEE handling, and its processing and recycling. 

ZEOS, as the authorized scheme for WEEE collection, has 

thus far exceeded collection targets for this type of waste as 

specified by the European Union. The project is co-financed 

by the European Commission and the Ministry of Environ-

ment and Spatial Planning, which contributed some EUR 

420,000 from the "Life+ Information & Communication" 

program.

Public awareness campaigns like ZEOS’s provide users with 

a comprehensive image of WEEE and its impact on the en-

vironment. 

LIFE+ is an EU financial instrument intended exclusively 
for environment protection. It supports EU environmental 
policy, and promotes projects that contribute to sustainable 
development or represent value added in terms of preser-
vation of the environment and nature in the EU countries. 

DECIDE & SEPARATE
taking waSte concernS to tHe coUntry’S yoUtH

soMe LIke It HOT
gorenje getS warm reception in pariS

EARLY FEBRUARY SAW GORENJE PRESENTING FOR THE SIXTH 

time at the biennial Interclima fair in Paris, one of the 

leading European tradeshows for heating equipment 

and renewable energy resource technology. Both busi-

ness partners and guests at the Gorenje stand got a 

closer look at the company’s new low- and high-tem-

perature heat pumps (water, air, and brine) and other 

new products.

Gorenje’s heat pumps – certified according to the high-

est European standards – feature the high design work 

of Gorenje Design Studio. And the wall-mounted me-

dium-capacity (80 to 120 litres) heat pump water heater, 

with its compact dimensions and upright wall-mount 

design proved an attention getter. 

The highly energy efficient and economical OGB SMART 

water heater, also seen here, with its advanced intelli-

gent electronic controller monitors user behaviour and 

automatically optimises operation and saves energy. 

And it meets the highest standards of the pending Eu-

ropean Directive on energy efficiency of water heating 

equipment. 

"Interest in our products continues to rise on the French 

market, particularly in our new energy-efficient appli-

ances like the heat pumps and smart water heaters. This 

gives the Gorenje brand a better chance on the exacting 

French market," says Poly Mekinc, head of water heating 

equipment sales in Western European markets. 

This year, Gorenje heating systems will also be present-

ing at tradeshows like home in Ljubljana, MCE in Milan, 

Aquatherm in kiev, and Building Trade Fair in Belgrade.
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IN A JOINT AWARENESS AND WASTE COL-

lection campaign and contest held 

last October by the companies Gore-

nje Surovina and Zeos under the title 

“It's clear: old appliances go to Gore-

nje Surovina”, students of 41 elemen-

tary schools from Maribor and the 

surrounding areas, as well as other 

people, collected a total of 291 tons of 

waste electric and electronic equip-

ment, batteries, and lighting fixtures 

and parts. The winning Gustav Šilih 

Elementary School from Maribor gets 

a New year's concert by the Slove-

nian band of their choice. And Duplek 

Elementary School earned a special 

honourable mention as the school to 

collect the largest volume of waste.

In just one month, the students col-

lected waste equipment equivalent to 

what Zeos – as the national scheme 

for collection and processing of waste 

electric and electronic equipment – 

normally collects in 14 days in all of 

Slovenia. "The campaign was primarily 

targeted at raising awareness among 

elementary school children", says Jure 

Fišer, managing director of Gorenje 

Surovina, "on the treatment of waste 

electric and electronic equipment 

(WEE), both in terms of environmen-

tal protection and of waste equipment 

as a valuable source of raw 

materials. The bulk of 

the waste collected 

consisted of bat-

teries, small appli-

ances, and lighting 

parts. 

The approximately 

1,650 major appliances 

collected during the cam-

paign would fill 22 volleyball courts; 

and the nearly 500,000 waste batter-

ies, lined up, would extend over half 

the length of Slovenia’s coast.

waSte not, Want chanGe
StUdentS collect 291 tonS of electric and electronic waSte

energy labelS are Soon to be mandatory for eUrope’S water HeaterS

LaBeLLInG efforts HEATING UP

STRINGENT EUROPEAN COMMUNITY POL-

icy on efficient use of energy – based 

on the European Directive 2002/91/

EC on energy efficiency of buildings 

– will gradually be extended to water 

heaters in the coming years, stipulat-

ing mandatory energy labels for these 

appliances 

as we l l . 

Many users 

are likely 

already fa-

miliar with 

the en -

ergy labels 

from major 

home ap-

pliances. In 

addition to 

motivating 

the manu-

f a c t u r e r s 

to produce 

higher effi-

ciency water heaters and other heat-

ing equipment, the energy labels will 

benefit the user, as they will allow sim-

ple comparison of individual products 

and easier decision-making.

Such labelling has been proven highly 

effective in the past. The European 

Commission believes the new regula-

tions will reduce the amount of energy 

consumed for household water heat-

ing by 3 to 5 percent. New measures 

by the European Commission are ex-

pected to shake up the market and 

the entire water heater industry. They 

promote gradual abandonment of the 

production of all conventional electric 

water heaters, which are anticipated 

to be phased out completely within 

some five years, and replaced by more 

energy-efficient product-systems 

such as solar powered systems and 

heat pumps that also employ alterna-

tive sources of energy.

In this vein, Gorenje has high expecta-

tions from its new medium-capacity 

hot water heat pump, which is in-

tended for conventional wall mounting 

and, given its capacity, dimensions, 

and heating characteristics, effec-

tively replaces the traditional water 

heater.

 

energy label
New energy labels will have to be vis-

ibly attached to each product and 

include the following information: 

manufacturer, appliance type, en-

ergy efficiency as indicated by en-

ergy class, purpose of use, appliance 

rated power, and the amount of NOx 

gas emissions. Important on the new 

energy labels for water heaters is the 

introduction of a single, standardized 

system of energy classes for all types 

of appliances and fuels used in sani-

tary water heating.

ThE NEARly 
4,000 TV sETs ANd 

cOMpuTER MONITORs 
cOllEcTEd wOuld 

TAkE up TwO 
hANdbAll 

cOuRTs!
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 MANCA kRNEL hESS    PETER MARINŠEk

Late 2011 saw renowned Slovenian companies Gorenje, Geoplin, and 

Energetika Ljubljana launch a joint venture called GGE, aimed at 

offering customers in both the private and public sectors advanced 

solutions designed to improve their energy efficiency, and to lower 

their energy costs by employing energy efficient technologies and 

using renewable energy sources. 

GGE provides services based on the so-called energy 

contracting business model. Luka komazec, Managing 

Director of GGE explains: “This means that GGE as the service 

provider provides the entire investment in the improved 

energy performance of buildings or energy systems and 

then taps into the energy savings generated to repay 

the investment, while the customer incurs no extra costs 

throughout the solutions implementation process.” 

GGE will carry out its first major project at Gorenje. The 

measures taken will result in a five-percent drop in energy 

consumption in 2012, relative to 2011. In addition, carbon 

dioxide emissions will be cut by more than 1000 tons annually.

The newly founded enterprise represents the first systematic 

approach among bigger, established Slovenian companies 

toward fulfilment of the national commitment to a nine-

percent decrease in energy end-use by the year 2016 relative 

to the year 2008 and to an increase in the share of renewable 

energy in gross final energy consumption to 25 percent.

Smart StrategieS
At Gorenje, efficient energy use is considered at all levels 

of operations, from production to product development. 

It’s also one of the few Slovenian companies with in-house 

development and production of technologies and solutions 

for efficient use of energy. And it’s the first and only Slovenian 

manufacturer of combined heat and power – or co-generation 

– equipment. Gorenje’s first heat pumps were manufactured 

as early as the 1980s, and the solar power plant program 

enjoys a 10-percent market share. “Given the volatility of 

energy prices, boosting energy efficiency plays an important 

role in improving the competitiveness of both enterprises and 

the entire economy” says Franjo Bobinac, Gorenje President 

and CEO. “We aim to continue to develop technologies for 

efficient use of energy in the future – and the founding of 

the company GGE is an additional opportunity to boost these 

activities.”

Similarly, Boštjan Napast, President and CEO of Geoplin, 

emphasizes that investment in sustainable development and 

efficient and safe use of all energy sources must become 

a priority. Geoplin has already begun to implement such 

measures, with their primary role in GGE developing new 

services and combined heat and power solutions, for which 

natural gas is the most suitable fuel. At the same time, natural 

gas, owing to its efficiency, will take an ever more prominent 

role in households and small business. “For us, participation in 

the GGE joint venture”, says Napast, “is an excellent business, 

environmental, and strategic opportunity."  

Stojan Smolnikar, Technical Director of Energetika Ljubljana 

sees their participation in GGE can help attain the company’s 

plans regarding additional energy engineering services, 

particularly with respect to efficient energy use and 

renewable energy sources. he also stresses the joint venture 

will improve their recognition in the field of efficient energy 

use among end users, and in the field of renewable energy 

sources. “It will also allow us to step up our contribution in 

hARNESSING 
energy strateGIes

 ELIZABETA BILUŠ     ŽIGA LOVŠIN, GORENJE ARChIVES

 GGE hELPING CUT BACk ENERGy CONSUMPTION             
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environmental protection, where we have been present for 

some time, supplying energy from energy-efficient and 

environmentally friendly basic supply systems, like district 

heating, and supply of natural gas in the Municipality of 

Ljubljana and municipalities as well."  

SavingS tHroUgH inveStmentS
In Slovenia, most buildings are quite wasteful in terms of 

energy management and as a result, operating and utilities 

expenses tend to be high. Rising fuel prices and effective 

legislation are a convincing argument for better building 

energy performance. But property owners are often short 

of funding for such projects. The solution is a package of 

GGE energy engineering solutions based on the  energy 

contracting model, which means GGE provides the 

refurbishment of buildings and outdated energy systems for 

various customers. The entire investment, which includes key 

measures to cut energy consumption, is provided by GGE; 

the savings generated are then used throughout the agreed 

contractual period to compensate the amount invested. 

It’s a cost-efficient instrument for reducing both power 

consumption and costs which doesn’t, however, present a 

burden to the customer's cash flow.

wHat’S on offer
GGE offers its customers three sets of specialized solutions 

to reduce power consumption. Energy management services 

include implementation of management and control of the 

customer's power consumption, which alone results in at least 

five-percent decrease in energy costs. Solutions for energy 

supply from own production resources include installation 

of efficient combined heat and power systems and solar 

power plants which can slash energy costs by 15 to 30 

percent. Solutions for cutting back on energy use also include 

replacement of outdoor and indoor lighting which can lead 

to a drop in lighting-related power costs of up to 50 percent.

Luka komazec, Managing Director of GGE says that energy 

efficiency is among the most cost-effective measures to 

reduce both consumption and greenhouse gasses, and 

to increase the share of renewable energy sources. “GGE’s 

goal is to work with customers to decrease carbon dioxide 

emissions by 40,000 tons by 2020 by reducing energy use 

and harnessing renewable energy sources.”

In the first half of 2012 , GGE will carry out its first major 

performance improvement project at Gorenje. The package 

of adopted measures includes updating of indoor lighting at 

a Velenje manufacturing plant, which alone is expected to 

slash the lighting-related power consumption by 66 percent 

annually; installing a combined heat and power system 

with rated power of 800 kWel and a solar power plant with 

capacity of 400 kWp; and a new energy management IT 

system. These measures will allow Gorenje to reduce energy 

consumption by five percent, reduce carbon dioxide emissions 

by some 1,050 tons annually, and generate five percent of 

the company’s power and heat from its own resources, thus 

easing the Group's exposure to fluctuating energy prices. 

01 By replacing exterior lighting fixtures at its central 
manufacturing plants in Velenje and Šoštanj with power-
efficient LED fixtures, Gorenje cut its lighting-related costs by 
as much as 79 percent.

02 Marko Podlesek, Luka komazec and Nejc Frumen, representing 
the young GGE company.01

02
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As home appliance manufacturers are now more accountable for 

the environmental impact of their products throughout their entire 

life cycle, energy efficiency and related concerns are central to the 

everyday work of Gorenje. This in turn continues to produce ideas for 

entirely new products and services within a fast changing environment 

– on which Marijan Penšek, Senior Adviser to Gorenje President and 

CEO, is something of a resident expert.

today the world is built increasingly upon schemes centred 

on renewable energy sources and more efficient use of these 

resources. where is development of such schemes headed, 

what kinds of tendencies are we seeing today?

development is definitely going the path of unit self-sufficiency, e.g. a 

home, a residential area, or a country. each country has its own energy 

balance sheet which it is looking to keep as balanced as possible. In 

terms of electric power, slovenia is very balanced; in terms of other 

sources of energy, this is unfortunately not the case. considering 

our geographical position, we still have the possibility to generate 

more electric energy than we consume, and it would be sensible to 

make use of this potential given the fact that we don’t have any oil 

resources, but we do have biomass and water resources. and if we 

are to improve our energy balance sheet, we also have to make use of 

all other possibilities for efficient use of energy and of our renewable 

energy sources. something similar applies to the rest of europe, which 

is why european legislation is laying down goals with regard to efficient 

use of energy and use of renewable energy sources. 

renewable energy sources are a part of a very dynamic 

segment. in some european countries, solar power, for example, 

has become a mature technology and government subsidies 

for its development are steadying. what is the future for solar 

power? 

solar power is still one of the cleanest sources of energy as it has 

no major environmental impact. Mass production has driven down 

production costs of solar power plant components, and materials used 

in silicon photovoltaic modules are ecologically sound. high subsidies 

in the early stages of solar power plant development brought the 

much needed initial drive for industry, new jobs, and above all new 

technological solutions. solar plant yields and efficiency will continue 

to improve, which means solar power is becoming a key technology 

for the production of electric energy. there are many regions in europe 

that allow effective installation of solar power plants, particularly in 

the Mediterranean, where photovoltaics has been flourishing for some 

time. so solar power plants are in for a great future. 

however, the use of photovoltaics is rather country-specific and 

depends on the infrastructure. Great Britain and france mostly 

 ELIZABETA BILUŠ     UROŠ ACMAN

 MARIJAN PENŠEk MAkES SENSE OF ThE ENERGy AND ENVIRON-

 MENT ISSUES TODAy, AND MARkS OUT GORENJE’S COMMITTED   

 COURSE  OF DEVELOPMENT, GROWTh AND RESPONSIBILITy  

ACTIVATE and 
ENERGISE
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Development is definitely going 

the path of unit self-sufficiency. 

support smaller systems in which the investor consumes a larger share 

of the power produced, relieving the power grid; scandinavia supports 

autonomous systems because of the great distances between towns 

and cities there. however, it is important that solar power plants are 

installed on degraded surfaces or roofs, rather than on quality land 

that could be used for growing crops. 

around the world, self-energy-sufficient settlements are 

springing up, perhaps the best known among them being 

masdar city in abu dhabi. but there are also some in europe – 

in austria, germany, and Spain. are these settlements merely 

exceptions, living research labs; or can we expect them to 

become the standard? 

self-sufficiency of energy supply and consumption is certainly a 

key "green" trend for the future. however, self-sufficiency does not 

mean being isolated from the environment; rather, it involves being 

connected to other energy consumers via smart grids. therefore, it is 

much more sensible to talk about a balanced energy balance sheet 

than about self-sufficiency. this simply means that a particular unit has 

to generate as much energy as it consumes. It is not difficult to calculate 

the energy balance sheet of a house, settlement, or a town. this can 

then provide a basis for defining standards for the construction of 

homes, settlements and infrastructure, all according to the resources 

available. such projects may not yet be rational solutions, and may be 

specific to certain regions or investors; however, sources of oil and coal 

are being depleted and this means prices for fossil fuels will continue 

to rise, which will make investments into efficient use of energy and 

renewable energy sources increasingly interesting. 

which examples of good practice in terms of efficient use of 

energy and renewable energy sources would you single out?

 

taking a broader look, Germany's incentives for photovoltaics have 

fostered the development of an entirely new industry, created new 

jobs, and allowed knowledge to extend beyond its borders. similar 

development was seen with wind power in scandinavian countries 

as well as in Germany and others. such industries have become 

generators of new jobs and new knowledge, and have opened up 

opportunities to export this knowhow. other countries, too, including 
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slovenia, should consider incentives for developing industries 

dealing with renewable energy sources and efficient use of energy. 

In slovenia, for example, combined heat and power equipment is 

installed exclusively by international manufacturers, without making 

use of slovenian knowhow. Gorenje is the first slovenian company to 

have started investing in the development of this type of equipment. 

sadly, our small market makes it very hard, initially, to compete 

with international providers who are present on a far wider scale, in 

several countries. our government should make an effort to protect 

and promote the interests of slovenian companies here; in the last 

instance, it is the local consumers who are paying for the incentives 

and subsidies and it would be only fair to allocate these subsidies in 

a way that creates new jobs with high value added at home as well.

again, Gorenje has made notable steps in the field of efficient use 

of energy and renewable energy sources in terms of business 

performance as well. I refer here not only to home appliances but 

rather to entirely new products and services such as heat pumps, gas 

co-generation (combined heat and power) equipment developed by 

Gorenje's subsidiary Indop, solar power plant engineering including 

planning provided by Gorenje solar, and energy contracting provided 

by the newly-formed GGe.

slovenia has the potential to develop and manufacture other products 

for the use of renewable energy sources and to make better use of 

its natural resources. It is a fact that in the sufficiently long run, most 

investments in the use of renewable energy sources and efficient use 

of energy are profitable and environmentally worthwhile. 

whose move is it to roll out the practices from the fields of 

renewable energy sources and efficient use of energy – national 

governments, eU institutions, the corporate sector, individuals? 

all of the above. a lot has been done in terms of raising awareness, 

and a lot less in terms of offering the comprehensive solutions 

prospective investors require. anyone deciding to invest in renewable 

energy sources or efficient use of energy wants to know well what 

should prove stable in the long run; secondly, obtaining the required 

permits should be fast and simple. this is certainly the responsibility 

of the government. after that, things should be left to the private 

corporate sector. they should be able to offer their customers the best 

solutions, comprised of financing, subsidies, incentives, execution, and 

maintenance. GGe, who has already produced studies and plans for 

efficient use of energy for municipalities, businesses, and schools, can 

provide such comprehensive solutions. 

as for those products intended for individuals, e.g. heat pumps, 

informing and educating  consumers through sellers and installation 

technicians is of key importance. they should be able to explain to 

Solar power is still one of the 

cleanest sources of energy.
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Gorenje is one very good 

example of a business where 

concern and care for the 

environment permeate every 

aspect of operation.

their potential buyers why they should consider purchasing a heat 

pump rather than a water heater, despite the higher initial investment. 

People tend to trust the experts. 

How will gorenje pursue the global trends in renewable energy 

sources and efficient use of energy in the coming years? 

Gorenje has already taken major steps in both fields. our heat 

pumps are already recognized beyond slovenian borders and we 

have started to build up the Gorenje brand in this larger product 

segment. In photovoltaics, we have been mostly focused on slovenia 

and won a respectable 10-percent market share. experience and 

business connections allow further growth of this field, particularly in 

southeastern europe, where energy alternatives are only starting to 

gain traction. similar applies to combined heat and power; however, 

some reference projects should first be completed in slovenia before 

other markets are penetrated. GGe is a specific enterprise in that it 

is focused mostly on investments in renewable energy and efficient 

use of it. hence, it has to be able to recognize the right opportunities 

and to find the funds to finance the investments. When the partners, 

particularly banks, recognize it as a reliable investor, they will be ready 

for to break into other markets.

If we can view waste management within the Gorenje Group as a 

mature and internationally recognized service, then renewable energy 

sources and efficient use of energy are Gorenje's start-up fields. 

the pace of any breakthrough will depend on knowhow, the funds 

available, and of course on slovenia's overall competitiveness. I believe 

that international recognition of the Gorenje brand in particular will be 

very helpful for the further development of these two fields. 

as the gorenje group is developing comprehensive waste 

management services – which also includes exploiting the 

energy potential in waste – how do you expect gorenje to 

develop this field within the larger scope of its activities? 

an eU directive that restricts disposal of high-energy waste compelled 

us to find alternative handling solutions. It would certainly make sense 

to reuse these materials; however, processing and recycling is often 

more expensive than obtaining raw materials from primary sources. 

abroad, waste incineration is among the most common ways of 

resolving the issue of high-energy waste. In slovenia, few permits 

for using such waste have been granted. Use of this type of waste in 

slovenian fossil fuel plants is not possible, but is in some other european 

countries. so slovenia is in a situation where we are exporting waste as 

a source of energy at very low prices, or even paying for such waste to 

be processes, while importing expensive electric energy. 

Gorenje surovina is the first company in slovenia to operate an 

alternative fuel production line. this means all parameters of this 

fuel are closely controlled, and that the fuel can also be adjusted 

to the needs of consumers. development within Gorenje surovina 

depends on the status of this fuel within the applicable legislation; 

distribution and consumption depend on the environmental strategies 

of individual states. effective thermal use of waste is probably the best 

waste processing scenario, as it directly reduces the consumption 

of primary resources. solutions developed by the majority of major 

european cities support this view, which suggests processing waste 

into fuel remains a promising activity.

How can people everywhere be better aware of our 

responsibility for the smart use and management of the 

environment and natural resources?

People do not have an innate attitude or relation to the environment. 

this is something we learn,  and this issue is no different from any 

other: it starts with the family and continues at school; only then can 

we rely on governmental bodies, policies and legislation. Legislation 

must allow people to act responsibly towards the environment. It 

makes no sense to install curb-side waste separation bins when 

people have no defined attitude to the environment and are not willing 

to separate the waste. Waste processing companies must then re-sort 

the waste which actually increases waste management costs. People 

need to be familiar and comfortable with the solutions, and at the 

same time be motivated to better learn about the environment and 

form an informed position toward it – with sanctions applied, further 

on, if necessary. But it’s apparent that many companies, groups and 

individuals – and particularly younger people – are increasingly aware 

of the environment and their responsibility toward it. and Gorenje is 

one very good example of a business where concern and care for 

the environment permeate every aspect of operation. all Gorenje 

employees embody this attitude and we are looking to communicate 

and spread these values in the broader environment. 
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Indop has started developing cogeneration units for the production 

of electricity and thermal energy, also known as combined heat and 

power generation or co-generation.

 GRETA kOkOT RAJkOVIč     GORENJE ARChIVES

Indop, d.o.o., is an innovative and 

fast-developing company for the 

development, production, service 

and maintenance of ChP units for 

cogeneration of thermal energy and 

electricity. In the first stage they 

developed a 64kW unit in an outdoor 

(container) version, which is currently 

in trial operation. In cooperation 

with an external partner they’ve also 

developed a control system, which is 

key for optimal operation of the unit.

"At our company, we’ve decided 

to help care for the environment 

and rationalize power consumption 

by developing and manufacturing 

cogeneration units. We’re offering our 

investors an efficient combined heat 

and power system that will afford 

solid savings and notably decrease 

the electricity bill," offers Indop's 

Managing Director Matej Sevčnikar.

In electricity production, more than 

25% of primary energy can be saved 

with a ChP system compared to 

separate production processes. 

Professionals at Indop are convinced 

that cogeneration systems represent 

an attractive investment for 

businesses, schools, municipalities, 

hotels, health resorts, swimming 

pools, hospitals, rest homes and 

other facilities that have large space 

heating needs and consequently use 

large amounts of thermal energy. 

This year the company is launching 

its first ChP unit at Gorenje, to supply 

the company’s Energy Development 

Centre (Razvojni center Energija). The 

unit will provide 400kW of electricity 

and 510kW of thermal power to the 

electricity grid. Also planned are four 

units with a total of 1.2 MW electric 

capacity and 1.5 MW thermal capacity. 

Indop will be responsible for the 

composition, development, service 

and maintenance of the units, while the 

sale will be facilitated in cooperation 

with the company Gorenje Geoplin 

Energetika Ljubljana (GGE).

benefitS for all: commUnity, 
conSUmer and environment
Cogeneration is one of the 

technologies that uses primary energy 

inputs more efficiently compared to 

separate production, thus reducing 

carbon dioxide emissions. It’s the 

most energy-efficient way of using 

fuels. Cogeneration units can achieve 

considerably higher overall energy 

efficiency, from 80% - 90% compared 

the conventionally produced 

electricity in thermal, hydroelectric 

and nuclear power plants, which only 

operate at an overall efficiency of 

about 34%. 

Also important is the fact that in 

cogeneration, heat and electricity 

are produced directly at the point 

of use, i.e. where the end consumer 

uses it, which in turn reduces the 

cost of production and has a positive 

effect on the competitiveness of the 

economy as a whole.

Users who opt for cogeneration are 

likely to use the same amount of 

energy, but will nevertheless achieve 

economic savings owing to the 

increased efficiency of cogeneration, 

which ultimately translates into 

lower overall costs compared to 

conventional technologies. 

 INDOP COGENERATION MAxIMISING ENERGy EFFICIENCy                     

BENEFITS 
FOR All
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Cogeneration 

produces thermal 

energy and power 

directly at the point 

of use, so there’s no 

need to build new 

power plants and 

facilities near 

the public 

electricity grid.

01 Cogeneration unit (ChP unit) for ge-
neration of electricity and thermal 
energy in the outdoor (container) 
version.

02 Operation of a cogeneration unit:
 A fossil-fuel or plant oil-based en-

gine converts the energy gained 

through combustion of fossil fuels 

or plant oil into thermal and me-

chanical energy. A generator then 

converts the mechanical energy 

into electricity. With an input of 100 

fuel units a ChP system will efficien-

tly convert 90% of this fuel source 

into useful energy. This 90% yields 

37% as electricity and 53% as ther-

mal energy. Minimal losses account 

for about 10%, part of which is waste 

heat from exhaust fumes.

01

02
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 GRETA kOkOT RAJkOVIč

Gorenje's Solar program includes a comprehensive offer 

of key-in-hand solar power plants, as well as photovoltaic 

modules and other solar components by renowned 

manufacturers. The Solar program was developed within the 

Ecology, Energy, and Services Division which has seen notable 

growth in recent years. The program is a logical upgrade to 

Gorenje's activities in energy management and ecology; 

at the same time, it represents the company's response to 

the sweeping global trend of proactive orientation towards 

environmentally sound products and operations – indeed, 

such orientation is pursued by Gorenje in all aspects of the 

Group's operations.

Anyone with the appropriate property or roof can become 

the owner of a solar power plant. After examining the natural 

properties of the location and technological characteristics 

of the building, a Gorenje Solar expert team prepares a 

blueprint including a simulation for the particular building. 

The blueprint defines the mode of installation, peak power, 

and projected annual power output. Simulation is prepared 

based on average annual meteorological data for the relevant 

location and components of the solar plant being planned. 

Solar power plant
A solar power plant is a system of devices that transform solar 

energy into electric power. It consists of photovoltaic modules, 

support construction, and inverters. Photovoltaic modules can 

be installed anywhere. It is, however, highly advisable that they 

are installed in a spot with an optimum amount of sunlight 

throughout the year. Solar power plants can be installed on 

the ground, or on roofs either, flat or inclined. 

When installing on the ground, a construction permit is 

required. Roof installation, however, does not require a permit 

since rooftop solar plants up to an output rating of 1 MW are 

classified as simple electric power generation devices. 

retUrn on inveStment
The most important information for any investor is how 

much power (in kilowatts) will be generated and channeled 

into the power grid. Based on this information, a schedule of 

approximate income for a long-term period (some 15 years for 

guaranteed net metering and feed-in tariffs), given the feed-in 

power rate, can be compiled. Every investor's key interest is to 

see their investment paid off as soon as possible and to earn 

a profit. Let us take the example of a roof with an area of 400 

m2, facing south. Such a roof allows the installation of a power 

plant with a nominal peak power of 50 kWp. Such investment 

would amount to approximately EUR 95,000, depending 

on the choice of photovoltaic modules, inverters, and other 

equipment. Banks are normally willing to finance up to 80 

percent of investment; subject to a mortgage, the investment 

could be fully bank-financed. In such case, the investment 

would pay off in approximately 6 to 8 years, depending on 

the financing terms.

When considering the justifiability of such investment, it 

should also be considered that this is also an investment 

into a cleaner future, and an expression of the investor's 

environmental awareness. Investment in renewable energy, 

including energy generated from the sun, is all the more 

relevant at a time when energy management issues are 

becoming an increasingly acute challenge globally. According 

to forecasts, energy prices will rise and the need to rationalise 

will be more pronounced. higher prices will promote rational 

(pragmatic) behaviour which is also environmentally friendly. 

good to know
Recently, the Photovoltaic market has shown unprecedented 

growth and widespread use of this environmentally friendly 

and distributed source of power generation. On a global 

basis, new PV installations of approximately 15,000 MW 

were added over the course of last year, taking the entire PV 

capacity to almost 40,000 MW.

 SAVING ThE EARTh AND MONEy,         

 WITh GORENJE SOLAR POWER PLANTS               

hERE COMES 
tHe SUn



More than 40 solar power plants. More than 5 MW of power. More than EUR 1,650,000 of annual 

savings for our customers. Carbon dioxide emissions reduced by more than 2,800,000 kg.

www.gorenje.com/solar

A PROGRAM OF RELIABLE SOLUTIONS OFFERING GREAT RETURN ON 

INVESTMENT
• »Key-in-hand« solar power plant construction

• Sale of photovoltaic modules, inverters, and other components

• Sale of solar power plants and provision of all required documentation

• Lease of roof area

GUARANTEED QUALITY OF YOUR INVESTMENT
•  Solar power plants with the highest electric energy yield

•  Warranties on solar power plant performance

•  Warranties on electric energy production

•  Solar power plant maintenance

•  Remote control of system operation

•  Installation of components with the highest warranties

•  Consulting and aid in fi nancing the construction of solar power plants

Gorenje Solar 
Gorenje, d. d.
T: +386 3 899 1324
solar@gorenje.com

BECOME A PARTNER OF THE SUN

GLM februar 2012 - oglas Solar ENG.indd   1 2.2.2012   7:59:53
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PUTTING 
hEAT TO work

how can we convert heat into work?  how can we extract 

warmth from the cold; and use this warmth for our own 

specific purposes? The answers to these and other similar 

compelling questions are to be found behind the term “heat 

engines”. Today, we can no longer imagine life without heat 

engines of all sorts. We take the car or bus to work or school in 

the morning, we turn to the fridge to prepare lunch;  and to make 

us feel more comfortable we have air conditioners cool our 

rooms, or instead use them to heat our personal environments. 

But how do these heat engines work?

We can come closer to understanding the process by taking a 

look at the basics of physics. Without getting overly (painfully) 

technical, the law of energy says that the energy of one object 

can be changed only through input (or output) of work and/or 

heat.Work is the process by which energy is transferred from 

one object to another through the application of forces. The 

necessary condition for this process to take place is that the 

point of application of the force with which one object performs 

work on another moves at least to some extent in the direction 

of movement of the object whose energy is being changed.

heat is a process too, and is equal in significance to work, but the 

difference is that heat is the energy transferred from one object 

to another because of the temperature difference between 

them. heat is always transferred from an object of higher 

temperature to an object of lower temperature.

Heat confUSed witH temperatUre 

Work and heat are processes of energy transfer between 

objects. Energy transferred by performing work is due to the 

forces between objects, whereas heat is energy transferred as a 

result of a temperature difference between objects. 

As for energy, energy is a property of objects. Even though 

it cannot be measured directly, it can be calculated based on 

the various characteristics of an object (mass, speed, position, 

temperature, charge etc.). We often come across explanations    

claiming that energy is the capacity of an object to perform work. 

A number of professional journals, however, have demonstrated 

that at best the following can be ascertained: an object that has 

energy can in certain conditions emit heat.

Heat engine 

Certain forms of energy can easily be changed from 

one form to another, e.g. when dropping a ball downhill 

potential energy changes into kinetic energy. On 

the other hand, the internal energy of bodies, which 

is related to temperature, can only be transformed 

into kinetic energy with far more effort. This work is done by 

heat engines. Unlike mechanical machines, such as windmills 

which transform one form of mechanical energy into another, 

heat engines employ a different mode of operation which 

requires a constant supply of heat.

refrigerator aS Heat pUmp 

According to the basic laws of physics, heat always flows from 

regions of high temperature to regions of low temperature. 

Even textbooks frequently explain the flow of heat from low 

to high temperatures in the following terms: energy in the 

form of work must be added to get heat to flow from a low 

temperature region to a high temperature region.

If we take a closer look at the way a refrigerator works, the 

inside of a refrigerator or the things in there that we want to 

cool represent the source of heat flowing into the refrigerator. 

The temperature inside the refrigerator is lower than 

room temperature in the kitchen. A refrigerator emits heat 

through the back wall whose temperature is higher than the 

temperature in the kitchen. Just try touching the back wall of 

your refrigerator every now and then. Basically, a refrigerator 

works on the following principle: if you expand gas, it cools. 

Those who like camping and have cooked with gas know 

this. When cooking on a gas stove, gas expanding from the 

gas cylinder escapes through the nozzles. The gas cylinder 

remains cool during cooking and often condensation will build 

up on the outside, even on a hot day. 

Another example is the opening of a bottle of sparkling water. The 

gas above the fizzy liquid is compressed and the plastic bottle is 

usually very hard, but when you open it, it makes a ‘pop’ sound 

because in that instant the gas above the liquid expands 

beyond the bottle. At the same time the gas cools and very 

often condensation will build up inside the bottle, which means 

that the gas has cooled. This is how a refrigerator cools. But 

 MOJCA čEPIč, ALENkA kRALJ    GORENJE ARChIVES

 MAkING SENSE OF ThE PRINCIPLES BEhIND 

 ThE MARVEL OF ThE hEAT PUMP 
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only when connected to electricity. Electricity drives the pump 

that expands special gas in the system on the back wall of a 

refrigerator. Gas cools on expansion, bringing the temperature 

in a refrigerator down to 0 °C and even –30 °C in freezers. 

This cooled gas circulates around the back refrigerator wall, 

cooling it to a temperature that is lower than the foodstuffs 

being cooled in the fridge. 

Meat and vegetables, whose temperature is higher than that 

of the back wall of a refrigerator, emit heat to the back wall. 

The heat therefore still flows from a high temperature region 

to a low temperature region. The laws of nature leave no room 

for exceptions. When the gas on the inside of the back wall of 

the refrigerator warms up it flows into another pump which 

compresses it. 

What happens when gas is compressed? We know that a 

bicycle pump becomes hot pumping up a tire. What happens is 

this: the gas, which was very cold when it was directed against 

the back wall on the inside of the refrigerator and received 

some heat from the foodstuffs inside the refrigerator, is 

compressed in the pump. As a result its temperature increases 

to some 10 - 20 degrees above room temperature. The gas 

now continues to pass through the pipes on the outside of the 

back wall of the refrigerator and the heat previously absorbed 

from the foodstuffs is emitted into the cooler room. The entire 

time the heat was flowing from high to low temperature regions. In 

order to cool food, however, we had to add a special component 

– gas, which was expanded and compressed according to our 

needs and functioned as the receiver and emitter of heat. In order 

to work, both pumps had to be connected to electricity.

tHe Heat pUmp explained 

Enter the heat pump. The functioning of a heat pump can be 

explained in similar terms. Only in the case of heat pumps we 

are in fact talking about the reverse process. By extracting 

heat from the ambient environment the pump, with the help of 

the compressor, changes this heat into useful thermal energy 

which can then be used for heating and even cooling.

Once again there are no exceptions to the rule that heat 

always flows from regions of high temperature to regions of 

low temperature. A heat pump therefore pumps the higher 

outdoor temperature (of water, ground or air) into the vaporizer 

containing a refrigerant or the so-called working fluid, which 

under these conditions naturally becomes gasified. The 

gasified working fluid or refrigerant thus passes through the 

compressor where its temperature rises (remember the bicycle 

pump – temperature increases when you compress gas). This 

vapour condenses in the condenser, emitting condensing 

heat to the heating medium used to heat our rooms. To be 

able to absorb heat from air, soil or underground water again, 

this working fluid passes through an expansion valve which 

makes the gas expand and thus cool (which brings us back to 

the gas cylinder or fizzy drinks in plastic bottles). The conditions 

necessary for the process have thus been restored.

DEMONSTRATION OF HEAT PUMP OPERATION
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While new for some, heat pumps are hardly a novelty 

for Gorenje. As a renowned home appliance 

manufacturer and one of the leading innovating companies 

in this part of Europe, Gorenje has been manufacturing 

sanitary heat pumps since the 1980s. Back then the energy 

crisis was making itself felt, and we were becoming acutely 

aware of the scarcity of fossil fuels. 

Continually rising fuel prices, alongside technological 

advancements (improved coefficient of performance), 

have made heat pumps a justifiable and rational choice. 

Increased environmental awareness has played a big part 

as well. 

Employing the knowledge and technology accumulated 

through the years, Gorenje and its experts have been 

actively engaged in promoting a general awareness of the 

advantages of the heat pump principle. 

Gorenje then launched their own heat pumps last year, 

to add to their range of sanitary heat pumps, and are 

named according to the heat source they employ: air/

brine (Aerogor), water/water (Aquagor), and brine/water 

(Terragor). In addition to their high energy efficiency rating 

as specified by their COP, they’re also stylishly designed.

"Since heat pumps and water heater heat pumps are 

increasingly featured in our homes, their appearance is 

becoming more and more important, in addition to their 

technical characteristics. Design that sets itself apart from 

the competition led to a very positive reception of our 

products at the tradeshow presentations," explains Darko 

Gorjup, head of heating Systems program.

warmtH from tHe air, groUnd, or groUnd water?

The air may be the most readily available source of heat; 

however, due to temperature fluctuations, it may not 

always be the optimum choice. Nevertheless, AEROGOR 

heat pumps that make use of the heat stored in the air are 

the best choice when ground water or sufficient areafor 

ground collectors is not available. Another advantage of 

this system is the low installation cost as it doesn’t involve 

any major construction work that would require special 

permits. 

AQUAGOR heat pumps which draw energy from ground 

water attain the highest COP as ground water temperature 

is constant throughout the year. They’re the best option 

when there is sufficient amount of ground water of suitable 

temperature and quality available. 

TERRAGOR heat pumps that exploit the thermal energy 

stored in the ground, have a slightly lower coefficient of 

performance than ground water heat pumps. The only 

requirement for their installation is a sufficiently large 

plot of land. If this is not available, then a vertical closed 

loop with boreholes is another possibility, albeit a more 

expensive one that also requires a permit.

 GORENJE BRINGS ADVANCED hEAT PUMP SOLUTIONS         

 TO A FAST DEVELOPING MARkET                                                     

Renewable energy sources like air, water, and heat stored in the ground 

can be made available with modern advanced technology at any time. 

Deciding to use a heat pump can improve living conditions for us and 

generations to come by helping cut both energy consumption and 

heating costs – and alleviate negative impact on the environment.

Clean Heat, 
NATURALLY

 GRETA kOkOT RAJkOVIč, ALENkA kRALJ    GORENJE ARChIVES
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GORENJE OFFERS ALL THREE HEAT PUMP SYSTEM VERSIONS: AIR /WATER, BRINE /WATER, AND WATER/WATER.

"We have just recently developed a high-temperature heat 

pump intended for buildings that require water of higher 

temperature for heating; we are also working on reversible 

heat pumps that will also provide active cooling," says 

Zvonko Višnjić, head of heating Systems development.

They also designed a cutting-edge measurement track that 

enables testing pump capacity and other characteristics 

according to European EN14511 standards for room heating 

heat pumps, and EN 255/3 for sanitary heat pumps. 

An additional testing chamber provides standard test 

conditions for air/water heat pumps with a capacity up to 

30 kW, as well as for testing of heat pumps for sanitary 

water. A cooling power unit with an output capacity of 

100kW is used to simulate sources and loads, combined 

with water from the building's heating system. The 

measurement lab is designed according to all effective 

regulations and standards.

A synergy of tradition,

 knowhow, and innovation 

is the best warranty of the 

quality of Gorenje heat pumps.

For 60 years, Gorenje's innovation and technical 

expertise have co-created new standards in the 

heating and cooling appliance industry. Over time the 

brand has become synonymous with quality, reliability 

and bold creativity. Synergy between cooling and 

heat pump technologies has been promoted and 

developed at Gorenje for 30 years – and the company 

was one of the first to begin manufacturing sanitary 

heat pumps. 

Today, development of heat pump technology includes 

all of the company’s top experts. This very synergy 

of tradition, knowhow, and innovation is the best 

warranty of the quality of Gorenje heat pumps – which 

are tested according to the most stringent European 

standards,  and which will reliably heat our homes 

even on the coldest days.
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Primary energy input

Heat output

air/water Heat pUmpS 
Air/water heat pumps make use of the energy stored in the 

air around us. They operate efficiently even at temperatures 

down to -20°C. Relative to other versions, less construction 

work is required and the equipment can be installed swiftly. 

The air/water heat pump consists of an indoor and outdoor 

unit. Three variations are available: façade panel, metal 

sheet, and wood.

brine/water Heat pUmpS
Brine/water heat pumps make use of the energy accumulated 

in the ground. Energy is extracted from the ground through a 

ground collector installed over a suitably large area. 

water/water Heat pUmpS
Water/water heat pumps are among the most efficient 

heating systems available. The heat from groundwater 

is a highly reliable and constant energy source with a 

temperature between +7°C and +18°C. 

the outdoor unit of the aeroGor heat pump features a distinctive 
appearance, with panels  available in wood, metal, or façade version. 
design by Gorenje design studio

comparison of primary energy input for 9 kW of heat output in dif-
ferent heating systems: as you can see in this graph compared to 
other heating systems, heat pumps are highly economical as they 
use up to three times less of primary energy than, for example, gas 
or oil burners.

wHat iS tHe performance coefficient? 
Moving energy from a lower to a higher temperature level 

requires the input of work. Electricity therefore drives the 

compressor which squeezes the vapour, raising it to a higher 

temperature. 

The ratio between the work input (electrical energy) and 

subsequent thermal energy output is called the Performance 

Coefficient. Typical values range from 3 to 5, which means 

that one unit of energy input (electricity) yields as many as 

3 - 5 units of thermal energy. The higher the Performance 

Coefficient, the higher the energy efficiency of the heat 

pump. 
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THE HEAT IS On
Simplicity line  enterS 
tHe Heating Segment

Simplicity, the new designer line of 

water heaters, is an extension of the 

vastly popular Gorenje Simplicity line 

of kitchen and bathroom appliances 

which entered and won over European 

markets just two years ago. The new line 

of SIMPLICITy water heaters combines 

high design, principles of simple use, 

and advanced, effective technology. 

Typically, an ergonomically designed 

logical dial allows simple control. And a 

simple twist is enough to access the most 

commonly used functions, including the 

ECO function to save power. 

The SIMPLICITy line heaters were 

designed at the Gorenje Design Studio, 

and like other appliances in the line, 

they’re available in white and black. 

THINKING HOt WATER
 Smart SerieS intelligent water HeaterS

For the most demanding customers, 

Gorenje is manufacturing an electric 

water heater with a SMART operating 

mode and an LCD display that allows 

touch control. SMART series water 

heaters are equipped with an intelligent 

electronic regulator that displays and 

allows setting the water temperature 

in the heaters, and offers numerous 

new control functions such as timed 

operation, display of the amount of water 

in the reservoir, settings for several-

day absence cases, rapid heating, fault 

diagnostics and more. 

The most notable new feature of the 

intelligent controller, however, is the new 

SMART operating regime. The advanced 

intelligent Gorenje OGB SMART 

heater monitors users’ behaviour to 

automatically calculate optimal operation 

that minimises power consumption while 

providing for all the requirements of the 

user and the entire household. Owing to 

this function, the appliance complies with 

the highest standards of the European 

eco directive on energy efficiency of 

appliances for sanitary water heating, as 

it saves up to 25% of electricity.

GORENJE 
ElEcTRIc wATER 

hEATER wITh sMART 
OpERATING MOdE ANd 

lcd TOuch cON-
TROl dIsplAy 
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new 
efficiency 
in familiar 
places

 smaller sanitary water heat pumps  are desiGned for   

 easy, wallmounted installation   

Heat pump water heaters for sanitary 

water have been on the market for 

over 30 years. And though they’re not 

considered an entirely renewable energy 

source – for they still use electricity as 

their primary energy source – they’ve 

become an excellent replacement or 

supplement for preparation of hot 

sanitary water, in comparison to heating 

sanitary water using oil and gas heaters. 

They use minimal electricity to run the 

compressor, and the rest is obtained 

from the energy of the ambient air. 

Since the first heat pump was produced 

in Gorenje 30 years ago, production 

technology has advanced immensely, 

with the company introducing more 

current, advanced components, and 

the cooling medium has also changed 

bringing about increased heat pump 

efficiency. All this time, the heat pump 

aggregates have been installed in 200- 

or 300-litre water storage tanks with one 

or two heat exchangers, which enables 

connection to other energy sources, 

with the option of installing an additional 

electric heater. Only recently, Gorenje 

launched a medium-volume heat pump 

of smaller dimensions (80, 100 and 120 

litres) intended for conventional wall 

installation and which, with its capacity, 

dimensions and heating characteristics, 

replaces the classic electric water heater.

energy conSUmption for 

Heating Sanitary water

If one lives in a well insulated building 

and the household uses an electric 

heater for water heating, this might well 

represent one of the largest consumers 

of electricity in the household. An 

average four-member household will 

use between 2,500 and 3,200 kWh of 

electricity to prepare its annual supply 

of hot water. 

Heat pumps with air ducts allow the user 

to select where air is captured (in) and 

blown (out). This opens up numerous 

possibilities for the use of heated air 

in various rooms (kitchen, bathroom, 

winter gardens), and the cooled air can 

be evacuated out of the building or (re-)

circulated via a pipe into a room we wish 

to cool. 

With people switching over to new, 

air-tight high-efficiency windows and 

doors, new ventilation issues arise. Here 

medium-volume heat pumps prove an 

excellent solution by leading air from 

the room, providing much needed 

ventilation. Cooled air can then be used 

elsewhere, like cold storage rooms for 

food and other items.

A wall-mounted heat pump in the 

laundry drying room captures the heat 

from the room and removes moisture 

in the form of condensate which can be 

used for ironing. And a wall-mounted 

heat pump in the bathroom captures 

warm, damp air from the bathroom, 

removes (redirects and uses) its heat 

and leads it out of the room.



Gorenje innovative technologies make every Gorenje cooling appliance a perfect place for any type of food. Advanced 

functions like SensoTech, ZeroZone, SuperCool, MultiFlow and FastFreeze customize the climate to preserve diff erent 

types of food fresh and healthier than ever. Besides the natural preservation Gorenje off ers outstanding design, top-level 

energy effi  ciency and eco-friendliness.

WHERE FOOD FEELS GOOD.

www.gorenje.com

DO NOT
DISTURB.
WE ARE IN
PARADISE!

GLM februar 2012 oglas HZA inox.indd   1 13.2.2012   13:05:30
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ThE GRASS 
IS GREENER — 
on tHe roof

 IRENA hLEDE    COURTESy OF ThE ARChITECTS

 ThE WORLD’S ROOFS ARE GETTING GREENER, MORE BEAUTIFUL    

 AND MORE ACCEPTED ThAN EVER BEFORE 

Green roofs were in disgrace for a long time, going back 

to the days when (then) modern construction materials 

were still not sufficiently sophisticated for such roofs to be 

sustainable for extended periods of time; or the inhabitants 

living below such roofs felt unsafe against water leakage and 

more. But giant development steps have been made in roof 

construction, as concerns have shifted – from the times of 

seemingly abundant existing energy sources – to a new focus 

on energy efficiency. here, green roofs have again emerged, 

now in all their splendor, in favour for their effective mitiga-

tion of the metropolitan heat island syndrome, as well as for 

their balance and control of rainfall waters, reduced sound 

reflections and transference, reduced heating and air condi-

tioning bills, and for their ability to preserve local fauna.

Today the discussion no longer questions or revolves around 

the possible advantages of green roofs; instead we merely 

enjoy their attractive appearance. No wonder green roofs 

have become something of an an obsession and a creative 

medium for numerous architects whose work has been de-

corating the pages of architecture, design and building ma-

gazines and related websites. And while names like those of 

starchitects Renzo Piano, Zaha hadid, and BIG have become 

popular worldwide, this by no means diminishes the work 

of other architects. Let’s have a look at which architectural 

structures are ranked highest on the global market of green 

roof buildings.

HoUSe 8
For Bjarke Ingels, the head of the Copenhagen-based BIG 

Group, green roofs represent a central architectural element 

and motif that frequently appear in his now highly popular 

work. One of his earliest and most widely praised works is a 

mixed use structure that takes the shape of a figure-8, hence 

its simple name the "8 house". For their idea of creating 

green roofs on a building sloping constantly downward from 

the top, eleven floors down to the ground, the BIG Group was 

honored with the Scandinavian Green Roof Award for the 

CALIFORNIA ACADEMY OF SCIENCES, SAN FRANCISCO (RENZO PIANO)
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Green roofs have become something of 

an an obsession and a creative medium 

fornumerous architects.

year 2010. The 1,700 east-west oriented green slopes of the 

dwelling allow for an abundant quantity of sunlight, helping 

the roof vegetation to thrive. In addition to office space and 

stores, the building comprises 475 apartments, differing in 

size and thus price; differentiation in general has been reco-

gnised as one of the key strong features of this building.

nanyang tecHnological UniverSity ScHool of 
art, deSign and media
This five-story academic building with its transparent glass 

facade is appropriate for the warm and sunny climate in 

which it is sited, since it retains minimum heat and keeps the 

building cool. Embraced by the wooded valley of the cam-

pus, further reducing the amount of daylight and heat the to 

which the building is subject. The turfed roofs virtually blend 

into the surroundings of the building, and their wavy surfaces 

create an informal, natural and open, interactive exchange 

among students and between them and their building. And 

the horseshoe-shaped building is further enhanced by the 

centrally situated fish pond. The architectural concept is the 

work of architects from CPG Consultants.

green tecHnology SHowroom gUanganmen
The Green Technology Showroom was built in 2008 by 

Vector Architects from Beijing. This 500 m2 showroom was 

originally conceived as a temporary structure. Three years 

after its construction the building was to be demolished and 

recycled in such way as to impose the least possible impact 

on the environment. It was erected without a foundation in 

order to facilitate easy removal. Located amidst a residential 

area of the city, it’s comprised of a recyclable steel construc-

tion with reduced heat gain. Thermal insulation is provided 

by special vertical grass wall panels.

california academy of ScienceS
The California Academy of Sciences was conceived by Italian 

architect Renzo Piano. Seen from above the green roof re-

sembles a square shape, while the view upwards from below 

reveals several large spatial elements with a planetarium 

and rainforest located in between. The green roof features 

multiple spherical skylights illuminating the spaces with na-

tural daylight and introducing and circulating fresh air. Ma-

intenance is reduced to the bare minimum by the planted 

greenery comprised largely of plants typical to the California 

landscape.  

tHe oUtrial HoUSe
Architect Robert konieczny from the kWk Promes Studio 

designed this small house in ksiazenice in Poland, comprising 

a recording studio and a conservatory for a rock musician. 

The concept was inspired by the modeling ideas of Frank 

Lloyd Wright. The house is actually carved out of the grass 

covered hillside, using the existing meadow as a roof. This 

simply designed square-shaped house with reinforced conc-

rete walls has a functional roof accessible from the inside the 

building.

NANYANG TECHNOLOGICAL UNIVERSITY, SINGAPORE (CPG CONSULTANTS) 
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deSign plaza and park
The Dongdaemun Design Park and Plaza, revolving wra-

pped around the ancient city walls of Seoul in South korea, 

is a Zaha hadid creation. The design of the park integrating 

a design museum, library, and educational facilities, rein-

terprets elements of traditional korean painting depicting 

reflecting pools, lotus fish ponds, pebble beds and bamboo 

groves. 

The fluid language of the design – as opposed to sharp 

edges – catalytically blends with the garden which en-

hances the so-called organic feeling of the structure. The 

interior creates a sharp contrast with the softness of the 

garden, with its straight lines of window openings and the 

application of visible, exposed concrete for walls, ceilings 

and supporting columns.

big cUbe bUilding
The TED Cube Building gives one the impression of a 

square-shaped black hole from a SciFi movie. While from 

a conventional viewpoint the building may look like some 

portal opening on to the world beyond, the central access 

actually features an open section or street to allow full pu-

blic access through the building, and rises to the open ro-

oftop garden. This futuristic BIG Studio design is far from 

serving as merely an exciting film set: its roof, situated 75 

meters above the street, integrates a real forest and an in-

formal performance area – a naturally cooled public park.

charger column. A nighttime column, a periscope, a pool, 

an herb tree and a chicken coop were among the other 

summer of 2008 highlights. 

As a live (and living) urban farm, PF1 is a testament to the 

possibilities of rural engagement in urban environments 

and proposes that cities be reinvented to become a more 

complete and integrated system capable of producing their 

own food, producing their own power and re-using their 

own water while creating new shared spaces for social in-

teraction and public pleasure. 

8 HOUSE, COPENHAGEN (BJARKE INGELS GROUP (BIG)
GREEN TECHNOLOGY SHOWROOM, 
BEIJING (VECTOR ARCHITECTS)

8 HOUSE, COPENHAGEN (BJARKE INGELS GROUP (BIG)
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tHe 
SHining 
SHire

 IRENA hLEDE    COURTESy OF MAkE ARChITECTS

 ThE UNDERGROUND ZERO CARBON hOUSE            

There’s more to environmentally-friendly architecture than just solar-

panels and thermal mass – it’s also about designing buildings that are 

not at-odds with their surroundings, particularly if the building is in the 

middle of a picturesque landscape.

GThis example from Make Archi-

tects addresses both of these 

facets: their building uses on-site re-

new-able energy to achieve a zero-

-carbon design and blends almost 

seamlessly into the landscape by 

ig-noring convention and, like the 

residents of The Shire, going under-

ground.

The structure is about to become 

known as the first zero-carbon pro-

perty in the North West of England. 

The design was commissioned by En-

glish footballer Gary Neville, who has 

been heavily involved in the design 

process from the outset and is pas-

sionate about preserving the natural 

beauty of the area.

The single-level, four bedroom pro-

perty is embedded in a hillside and 

ringed by a series of teardrop-sha-

ped outdoor areas which give the 

building its floral flavor when viewed 

from above. This approach enables 

the dwelling to blend invisibly into the 

surrounding meadows, and minimize 

the impact on the natural landscape.

The design incorporates a range of 

renewable energy elements including 

a ground source heat pump, photo-

voltaic panels and a wind turbine. The 

ability to source building materials 

locally has also been taken into con-

sideration in formulating the design. 

Work is expected to commence later 

this year.
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EUROPEAN 
LOW-ENERGY 
cHampionS 
2011

 IRENA hLEDE    COURTESy OF ThE ARChITECTS

 ENERGy SAVING SChEMES ACROSS EUROPE ARE EVALUATED AND          

 AWARDED, DEMONSTRATING A NEW LEVEL OF COMMITMENT —       

 AND SAVINGS – By ThE PUBLIC AND PRIVATE SECTORS ALIkE                             

I   n the spring of 2011 the Joint Rese-

arch Centre – the European Council’s 

in-house research facility – announced 

the winners of three award-winning 

categories selected each year. Calls 

for the GreenLight, GreenBuilding and 

Motor Challenge EU awards again saw 

more than 1000 applications, among 

which the Committee selected 25 

winners from 14 countries. The prize 

fund is part of the Research Center 

Program scheme whose purpose is to 

encourage organizations from both 

the public and private sectors to con-

tribute to the reduction of energy con-

sumption using innovative and energy 

efficient solutions. Applicants make 

their submissions in line with criteria 

based on both innovation and energy 

efficiency. This year the awards cere-

mony took place in Brussels as one of 

the highlights of the EU’s Sustainable 

Energy Week.

In the category of green illumination 

the only medium for creating savings 

are pure and simple light bulbs. Taken 

as isolated units they represent small 
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consumption, but in aggregate consumption – in large buil-

dings like schools, supermarkets, or office buildings – they 

represent considerable figures. Therefore savings in this 

category are represented both in absolute numbers and 

in percentages, which usually exceed 50 percent. Abso-

lute figures also indicate enormous savings, especially be-

cause applicants frequently submit projects comprised of 

entire townships, shop chains, etc. The champion savers 

were awarded for the rationalization of illumination across 

the Delhaize supermarket network in Belgium, with a total 

reduction in power consumption of over 20,000 Mwh an-

nually. In the bigger picture, this rationalization can be com-

pared to the average annual power consumption of a single 

household, which is some 4 Mwh.

greenbUilding winnerS
The next category comprises a far wider range of para-

meters and measures, including thermal insulation, effec-

tive heating and cooling, intelligent surveillance systems, 

solar panels, etc., and is divided into new constructions and 

renovation. Among prize winners was also the AB Merca-

tor multi-purpose building. Savings submitted by the ap-

plicant komunaprojekt indicate a 64 percent reduction in 

energy consumption. Other prize winners in this category 

were three office buildings, Bayer Real Estate Gmbh’s Ger-

man kindergarten “Die Sprösslinge”, and a C&SO Medical 

Properties’s hospital in Cyprus. Only six companies were 

honored with the GreenBuilding Award in the category of 

new construction, most of them office buildings, which indi-

cates an increasing awareness on the part of the corporate 

sector on the importance of energy efficient structures.

Even more compelling are the renovations of existing 

buildings, especially those where the entire complex of 

buildings would have to be modernized in the future, as 

evidenced by the number of submitted and awarded appli-

cations. Seven such projects were awarded, two of which 

were office buildings, two were renovated schools, a mu-

nicipal community building, a conference hall in Sweden, 

and the Ferrocarrils de Catalunya historical center from the 

Spanish Vall de Nuria. here too submitted savings figures 

exceeded 50 percent. Transferred to the entire building 

fund, these savings figures indicate the possibility of elimi-

nating a larger scale power plant without consequences to 

energy supply and consumption.

The last award category, the Motor Challenge, relates to 

energy savings through modifications and improvements 

to power generators, like pumps, compressors and similar. 

These engines and motors currently comprise some 60% 

of industrial energy consumption. One of the prize win-

ners, the SATA Fiat Group from Italy, managed to reduce 

energy consumption by as much as 15,000 Mwh through 

modifications in the coating shop alone. The entire extent 

of savings in all their programs is considerably higher, and 

amounts to as much as 837,000 Mwh, a figure equal to the 

total consumption of all households in the entire state of 

Luxembourg.

01 Green Building Award recipient, for smart use of glass, 

 insulation and building envelope.

02 Swedish building equipped with energy saving glass wins 
Green Building Award.

03 Unibail-Rodamco shopping centers, Spain, achieved 
 savings of 5.228 MWh.

01

02

03
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LIVING 
uRbAN 
FARM

New york-based Work Architecture Company changes the rules of 

engagement, with projects like their PF1 (Public Farm 1) in Brooklyn, 

using architecture to re-imagine our urban environments.

 JEFF BICkERT    ELIZABETh FELICELLA, FOR WORk ARChITECTURE COMPANy

P  ublic Farm 1 (PF1) was the winning entry for the 2008 

MoMA/PS1 young Architect Program. Built in the P.S.1 

Contemporary Art Center’s courtyards as a backdrop to 

its Warm Up! Music series, the temporary installation intro-

duced a 1000m2 fully functioning urban farm in the form 

of a folded plane made of structural cardboard tubes. At 

once intimate, playful and monumental, PF1 combines in-

frastructure with public space, engaging the visitor to re-

-imagine the city’s infinite possibilities. 

Built entirely of biodegradable and recyclable materials, 

PF1 is powered by solar energy and irrigated by a rooftop 

rainwater collection system that keeps the project off 

the city’s (electrical and water/sewage) grid. Throughout 

the summer, the farm produced over 50 varieties of or-

ganic fruit, vegetables and herbs that were used by the 

museum’s café, served at special events, and harvested 

directly by foraging visitors.

here planting and structural modules intersect. Each crop 

is organized in a ‘daisy pattern’ made of six tubes of vari-

ous diameters grouped around a central tube. The central 

tubes are either hollow or extend to the ground to become 

one of the structure’s support columns. While the hollow 
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tubes serve as ‘picking holes’ to access the farm above, 

each column creates a special program at its base, ranging 

from seating to (farming) videos and sound environments, 

solar powered fans, a juicer column and a mobile phone 

charger column. A nighttime column, a periscope, a pool, 

an herb tree and a chicken coop were among the other 

summer of 2008 highlights. 

As a live (and living) urban farm, PF1 is a testament to the 

possibilities of rural engagement in urban environments 

and proposes that cities be reinvented to become a more 

complete and integrated system capable of producing 

their own food, producing their own power and re-using 

their own water while creating new shared spaces for so-

cial interaction and public pleasure. 

As a live (and living) urban farm, 

PF1 is a testament to the 

possibilities of rural engagement 

in urban environments. 

01 Power and irrigation diagram: PF1 is powered by solar en-

ergy and irrigated by a rooftop rainwater collection system.

02 Final Program diagram: here program, planting and struc-

tural modules intersect and interact to form a dynamic ho-

listic whole.

01

02
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Smart, sleek, efficient and environmentally-attuned designs that do what 

they do well – and look (very) good doing it.

POWER ME MoBILe 
yill mobile energy Storage Unit

Modern offices are characterised by mobility and 

the increasing dissolution of spatial boundaries. yill can 

store and deliver one kWh of energy provide up to 300 

watts of electricity, enough to power a workstation for two 

to three days without cords or cables in an office entirely 

independently of the building power grid. Once empty, the 

unit’s lithium titanium batteries can be recharged by simply 

plugging it in. And the well-designed, extricable handle 

makes for for easy manoeuvring. 

www.younicos.com

scULPtUresqUe cooL
dySon air mUltiplier fan

Instead of rotating blades, this beauty radically questions the form and principle of 

fans and  looks more like a slender sculpture than a generic fan. But this sculpturesque 

powerhouse expels up to 450 litres of cool air every second – silently. Annular apertures, 

loop amplifiers and more tech make cooling down a beautiful thing.

www.dyson.de

feeL-Good 
consUMaBLes

PERFECT dryInG sense
gorenje tUmble dryerS witH iontecH

Want your laundry perfectly smooth and refreshed? New Gorenje dryers 

feature the unique IonTech technology that additionally smoothes the fibres, 

eliminating the creases and the static charge accumulated during the drying 

process. It also effectively refreshes the laundry and eliminates unpleasant 

odours of the likes of food and tobacco. And the new condenser dryers 

fitted with a heat pump, boasting exceptionally low power consumption 

rated in the A-40 percent class, and intelligent SensorIQ technology delivers 

perfect care even for the gentlest of fabrics.

www.gorenje.com
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DESIGN enerGIsed 
plUmen 001 energy Saving ligHt bUlb

Plumen is the antithesis of low energy light bulbs as we know them. Rather than hide the 

unappealing traditional compact fluorescent light behind boring utility, Plumen 001 is a bulb 

you’ll want on show. It uses 80% less energy and lasts 8 times longer than incandescent 

bulbs – ecology with style. The dynamic, sculptured form shines in contrast to the dull 

regular shapes of existing low energy bulbs, making the Plumen a centrepiece, not an 

afterthought. Screws into any standard bulb fitting, gives off a warm white light and works 

either shaded or better, completely naked.

www.plumen.com

shInInG effIcIency
gorenje totaldry diSHwaSHerS

The new generation of Gorenje’s dishwashers delivers many new 

advances, like an improved drying system called TotalDry, super 

silent operation, and optimal use of water and power – the best 

models even use as little as 10 litres of water. They’re also rated in 

the highest energy class to date, and boast impressive A-rating for 

washing and drying effect. And totally dry dishes await –  after the 

washing cycle, dishwasher door automatically opens, gradually, in 

two steps, delivering shining clean and cool dishes.

www.gorenje.com

SqUEEZE THOSE VITAMINS
gorenje jUicer jc 1000 w 

It’s never been easier to create fresh, nutritious fruit and 

vegetables juices at home. This Gorenje juicer features an xxL 

feed tube that easily handles whole fruits and vegetables. 

The adjustable flow spout eliminates drips and spills for clean 

countertops, and the speed control knob is easy to operate. All 

of its removable parts are 100% dishwasher-safe. The specially 

designed filter basket reduces foam, and these units are so 

quiet you won’t wake the family while you’re making juices for 

breakfast. Fine contemporary design in elegant white.

www.gorenje.com
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The type and characteristics of insulation materials varies considerably, 

with a number of more environmentally-friendly alternatives available. 

Most all – organics and non-organics alike – are energy intensive in 

terms of production, but some give back far more than others.

GREENsulATION 
Buildings bundling up 
NATuRAlly

 JONAS SONNENSChEIN    
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Insulation in buildings works like clothing. It keeps us warm 

when it’s cold outside and cool when it’s hot. Parents often 

tell their children to “put something warm on”. They want to 

improve the insulation around their children so they lose less 

heat and don’t get sick. While it’s true that buildings cannot 

get sick per se, they can consume more or less energy, and 

continuously rising energy prices might make their owners 

sick. 

If good insulation is combined with clever building design, 

energy needs for heating and cooling can be reduced to 

a minimum. This type of building is called a passive house, 

where heating is achieved through “passive” sources like the 

sun, body warmth and the ambient heat of electric appliances 

and similar. Passive houses illustrate the enormous energy 

saving potential of insulation. Nearly 40% of the world’s 

energy is consumed in buildings – most of which is used 

for space heating and cooling. The energy used to keep 

indoor temperatures stable generates vast amounts of CO2 

emissions. And this is one of the largest drivers of climate 

change. No doubt, to insulate is good for the environment.

But there are various insulation products and producers 

from which to choose. Which are the best from an 

environmental perspective? The market is dominated by 

mineral wools. Glass mineral wool is mainly used inside 

buildings while rock mineral wool is used for outside walls. 

The only other insulation material that has a significant 

market share is polystyrene. This is a type of foamed plastic 

which is cheaper than mineral wool and delivers comparable 

insulation performance. But in contrast to rock mineral wool 

it doesn’t offer fire protection. 

If you go through your clothes you won’t find anything 

made from mineral fibers. While you might find several 

pieces made from plastic fibers, the majority of clothing is 

still made from cotton, sheep’s wool and linen. All of these 

materials are organic and have the potential to insulate 

buildings. Commonly used organic insulation fibers are 

hemp, wool and even paper (cellulose). But the market for 

organic insulation is still very small. 

One advantage of organic materials is their biodegradability. 

When a house with organic insulation is demolished the 

insulation material decomposes naturally. Neither mineral 

wools nor polystyrene are biodegradable. At the end of their 

use-phase these materials are usually dumped in landfills 

and only a small fraction is recycled. Another argument 

for organic insulation materials is connected with climate 

change. Organic materials store carbon for the duration the 

insulation is installed.

Nonetheless, the question as to which of the several 

insulation materials is the greenest is tricky. Not only is the 

material from which a product is made important, but also 

the “dirtiness” of the production process, the chemicals 

required to bind the fibers together and last but not least, 

the performance and durability of the insulation. The 

method by which products are compared with respect to 

different environmental aspects is called Life Cycle Analysis 

(LCA) which comprises raw material extraction, production 

process, transport, use-phase and end-of-life treatment. 

Existing documented LCAs on insulation don’t indicate that 

any of these materials is clearly superior. The raw materials 

for glass mineral wool (sand, recycled glass) and for rock 

mineral wool (volcanic rock) can be considered natural, 

while polystyrene is a petrochemical. The energy required 

to produce insulation fibers from raw materials is high for all 

types – organic or non-organic. But during their life-time all 

insulation materials recover more than 100 times the energy 

that was needed to produce them. Differences between 

insulation materials exist with respect to the chemicals 

used to bind the fibers together. Traditionally phenol and 

formaldehyde have been used. Only few manufacturers 

have managed to find and implement substitutes for these 

chemicals. Polystyrene insulation does not require binders. 

But blowing agents are needed to obtain the foam structure 

of the insulation. Finally, the performance of insulation 

materials differs. While thermal conductivity numbers usually 

lie within close range of each other, the required thickness, 

compressive strength, fire safety and water resistance varies 

considerably between materials. 

In the end it’s good for the environment to install effective 

thermal insulation. Biodegradable insulation is a good 

alternative to conventional materials but doesn’t work for 

all applications. Again it’s similar to clothing – the shape and 

size have to be correct regardless of the material the clothing 

is made of. The only big difference is the price. While clothes 

shopping can be a very pricey adventure, insulation saves 

money as it saves energy.

Jonas Sonnenschein is a co-founder of green2bee (www.

green2bee.com).

Passive houses illustrate the 

enormous energy saving 

potential of insulation.
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The European Committee of Domestic Equipment 

Manufacturers CECED, an organisation, which 

represents the interests of European domestic equipment 

and appliance manufacturers, declares there are still 188 

million appliances in households all over Europe that 

are older than 10-years-old. Replacing them with high-

energy-class appliances would provide savings equivalent 

to the annual production of 12 thermo-electric plants. 

Each replacement-purchase of a new home appliance 

contributes significantly to reduced emissions of carbon 

dioxide into the atmosphere. On one side, the user of the 

appliance reduces CO2 emissions into the household; and 

on the other side, the power company has to produce 

less power for the operation of the appliance. This 

represents a simple step towards more responsible and 

environmentally conscious conduct. how can we keep 

our outdated appliance on the path of environmental 

responsibility? These steps, too, are simple.

Already upon the birth of the product Gorenje is well 

aware that one day it will stop working. Therefore all 

products are made in such a way as to allow for easy 

disassembling and recycling in their last stage of life. As 

few variants of the same material as possible are built 

into the product, so that the need for separating in the 

recycling procedure is limited. They  also plan as few 

different types of joints as possible, which allows for easy 

disassembling in the recycle centre. 

Products are made of materials and components which 

may be at least 80 percent recycled. All plastic parts are 

marked, which allows for easy separation of different 

types of plastics. By recycling materials waste emissions 

are reduced, and at the same time the company saves a 

lot indirectly, as the production of basic materials, such 

as metals, requires a lot of energy and thus results in 

emissions into both the air and the ground. Recycling 

procedures result in lower consumption of natural 

resources and fewer waste parts made of plastics 

and metals which may instead be returned to various 

production processes. 

 URŠkA OJSTERŠEk    ZEOS ARChIVES AND COURTESy OF ThE MANUFACTURERS AND STUDIOS

 RECyCLING hOUSEhOLD  

 APPLIANCES – AND 

 WhAT hAPPENS AFTER  

LIFE 
after 
LIFE

GREENER PASTURES                                                                                                                                     

 REPLACING OLD APPLIANCES WITH NEW IS RESPONSIBLE                       

 AND ENVIRONMENTALLY CONSCIOUS            
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01 01 Collection of old appliances from 
 the home

02  Delivering an appliance to the 
recycling centre

03 Old appliances are processed using 
dedicated technologies

04 Opening an appliance on the 
recycling line: before the process 
certain components are removed 
manually; with refrigeration 
appliances the cooling circuit is 
removed as well as cooling gases 
and oil

05 Separating metal, plastics, and other 
materials which are cut to required 
dimensions at the recycling centres

06 Materials recovered through recycling 
are reused by ironworks, forges, and 
plastics factories for processing, 
turning them into new raw material 
platforms

07 Manufacturers increasingly emphasise 
the fact that recycled materials are 
used in their products as a marketing 
benefit

02

03

04

06

05

07
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On-lIne:
hEAT puMp 
PRODUCTION 
AT GORENJE

 MARIO NIkIć, MITJA REPINC    GORENJE ARChIVES

 HEAT PUMPS ARE MANUFACTURED AT GORENJE FACILITIES 

 IN VELENJE, ON THE NEW L1 REFRIGERATOR FREEZER LINE.  

 THE PROCESS OF ASSEMBLING A HEAT PUMP INVOLVES SIX 

 PEOPLE SIMULTANEOUSLY AND TAKES A GOOD HOUR BEFORE 

 100-PERCENT OPERATION AND PERFORMANCE CONTROL. 
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  hOW IT'S DONE

fixing tUbeS to Heat excHangerS
The process of fabrication and assembly starts by welding 

sets of tubes onto the heat exchangers (condenser and 

evaporator), followed by affixing the insulation on both 

components.

tHe compreSSor moUnted on tHe pUmp HoUSing
The next step is the assembly of the heat pump housing 

frame which figures as a support for fixing all subsequent 

components. The most important component, or the 

"heart" of the heat pump – the compressor – is fixed first. 

A special mechanical arm lifts the compressor from its 

crate and places it onto the frame where the compressor is 

screwed to the bottom surface of the housing.

attacHment of preSSUre SwitcH 
The next step is to fix the already insulated condenser and 

evaporator, followed by welding the rest of the cooling 

system tube sets to connect all the components of the 

system together. Tube sets are already fitted with various 

operational elements, like pressure switches, drying filter, 

and expansion valve. Welding is followed by the helium 

check of seams, i.e. tightness test. Upon confirmation 

that the system has no leaks, it may now be protected by 

insulating all tubes and other components. The next stage is 

vacuuming the cooling system, after which the heat pump 

goes to the filling room, where the cooling system is filled 

with cooling agent and the quantity weighed. The system 

then proceeds to the control points, including electrical 

control, and 100% control of the entire pump. 

SPECIAL GOING GREEN ISSUE 1
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100% control of Heat pUmpS
In the 100% control, the heat pump is attached to the 

tester which simulates real-use conditions. The test lasts 

45 minutes, and using special software all key paramters 

are displayed on the monitor: heating power, electrical 

power, coefficient of performance (or COP), heating water 

temperature and more. 

hOW IT'S DONE                                                                                                                                     

GORENJE LIFE STyLE MAGAZINE

Testing also includes control panel units, i.e. the 

electronics, and all required pressure levels. Once the 

heat pump satisfies all critical values and passes the 100% 

control test, it moves on to joining of the front and back 

panels and the cover of the housing.
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teSting line and teSting cHamber in r&d lab
Gorenje also has its own R&D lab, fully equipped with testing 

lines for all three types of heat pumps produced, which 

create typical operating conditions for measurements 

in accordance with the EN 14511 standard. The lab also 

features a chamber creating real conditions, where heating 

power and coefficients of performance can be determined.

HEAT PUMPS REPRESENT A SPECIAL PRODUCT IN GORENJE. IN ADDITION TO RESEARCH, DEVELOPMENT, 
PRODUCTION AND SALES, PROPER INSTALLATION TOO IS ESSENTIAL. THE HEATING SYSTEM DEPARTMENT 
HOLDS TRAINING COURSES FOR INSTALLATION TECHNICIANS WHO LATER BECOME AUTHORIZED INSTALLERS 
FOR GORENJE, CARRYING OUT INSTALLATIONS AND STARTUP OF HEAT PUMPS ON CUSTOMER PREMISES. 

final cHeck, packaging, preparation for 
tranSport
After a final visual check, the heat pump enters the final 

stage of its fabrication, packaging, where the pump is 

prepared for transport.
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GORENJE green — 
tHree GREENS, 
tHree PERSPECTIVES

what's your job?

When our clients – in either the private or public sector – lack 

the assets available to invest in basic energy infrastructure such 

as lighting, heating or cooling systems, GGe approaches them 

and offers to take care of renewing their energy system(s). our 

responsibility is to analyze their current systems status from an 

energy efficiency point of view. once we establish a benchmark 

and calculate the potential savings from the implementing 

of energy efficient technology we prepare a proposal for 

reconfiguration of the energy system. We then manage the 

complete process of reconstruction till the system is ready to 

use and put into operation.

what does “green” and/or “eco” mean to you – personally; 

and in your work, and specific job tasks and responsibilities?

for me, green and eco mean the direction in which we are now 

compelled to move. People would rather buy an energy efficient 

car, and we’re even ready to spend more on one. Why? Because 

it’s ''cool'' to drive this eco/green statement. the automotive 

industry has already begun to succeed with this philosophy, and 

other industries are following.  

GGe aims to break through with such a philosophy, with clients 

that have large energy systems, to help them reduce energy 

consumption and co2 emissions. owners of energy inefficient 

systems don’t generally invest enough in efficient technologies 

– therefore GGe also helps them with financing. this business 

model represents a win-win-win scenario: new business for GGe, 

lower operating costs for the client and a positive impact on the 

environment.

in what ways do you see gorenje’s commitment to greener, 

more ecologically-sound solutions – in its products, processes 

and development? 

GGe, as an esco (energy service company), plays the role of 

system integrator and tries to exploit as much synergy within 

the Gorenje group as possible. similarly we also aim to make big 

use of Gorenje's internal sources – and Indop, Gorenje solar and 

Gorenje heating systems meet the highest requirements. 

How could your job / department / company practice 

greener, more ecologically responsible operations?

since GGe's core business is to generate energy and savings, 

all of our operations are green and ecological. But it can always 

be more (or less) efficient. In order to make each project more 

efficient and profitable our process of consulting, designing and 

later installing as well as maintaining and operating the energy 

system complies with Iso 50001.

How do you save energy and act green in your private life, at 

home, in your household?

as an individual I try to reduce my co2 footprint – by driving 

an environmentally friendly vehicle, not using plastic bags, 

separating waste and similar. and I try and spread the philosophy 

''be eco, be cool'' with every step I make.

 JEFF BICkERT    UROŠ ACMAN

 NEJC FRUMEN  

 PROJECT MANAGER, 

 GGE LJUBLJANA 
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what’s your job?

My responsibilities as Project Manager entail meeting deadlines 

for the execution of the project in line with preset schedule 

objectives and on budget. I’m responsible for the elaboration 

of project designs, cost analyses, detection and elimination of 

critical elements of projects. But my foremost responsibility 

is coordination of project team operations which is key to 

successful realization of the entire project. 

what does “green” and/or “eco” mean to you – personally; 

and in your work, and specific job tasks and responsibilities? 

the terms 'green' and 'eco' have extremely broad connotations 

and implications, from handling of waste and release of harmful 

gasses into the atmosphere, use of alternative energy sources, 

saving energy, application of organic materials, to the production 

of organic foodstuffs, and the list goes on – both in private life 

and at work. the difference between the two is that in private life 

you are at liberty to create your own personal position towards 

the environment, whilst at work there are a number of other 

issues to contend with. 

in what ways do you see gorenje’s commitment to greener, 

more ecologically-sound solutions – in its products, 

processes and development? which are the trends that you 

follow/create? 

In recent years Gorenje has been demonstrating its commitment 

to the “green” trend. Its product portfolio today contains top 

energy class appliances, and much energy and funding is 

invested into the development of new technologies. r&d is 

totally committed to meeting environmental legislation. the 

latest development is a dryer equipped with a heat pump 

which is just hitting the sales floors now. also, this year the 

company initiated the new heating systems Program along 

with the existing solar cell production program called 'solar'. 

this new program entails production of heat pumps used for 

heating residential spaces, and heat pumps for the production 

of sanitary water. the first products were well received on the 

market, and the product range is being expanded.

How could your job / department / company practice 

greener, more ecologically responsible operations? 

We could see improvements in small things which can affect 

every employee, like paper usage, since there is still too much 

printing going on. In addition to this we see energy savings from 

heating by installing thermostat-controlled valves on heating 

units, and similarly, cooling less during the summer, as well as 

by maximising useful daylight and consequently, switching off 

lighting wherever and whenever it’s not necessary. and “big” 

things like using our products, such as heating pumps or solar 

systems for heating and/or cooling at Gorenje.  

How do you save energy and act green in your private life, at 

home, in your household?

Like many other families, our family devotes much attention to 

energy consumption, and tries to behave as green as possible. 

separate waste collection has already become routine, and 

we’ve used environmentally friendly detergents and eco laundry 

balls for dishwashing and laundry for some time. We take our 

own shopping bags to the supermarket, and choose products 

in nature friendly packages. We use energy saving light bulbs 

and observe a strict switching off of unnecessary lights. and 

we’re presently in the process of replacing our old household 

appliances with new, energy saving ones. We buy clothes made 

from organic materials, and dispose of old clothes in dedicated 

collection bins. But we still have far to go in terms of saving when 

it comes to the car, which we both still use to drive to work. 

 MOJCA SPANŽEL STEBLOVNIk    

 DEVELOPMENT PROJECT 

 MANAGER, hEATING SySTEMS                                                   
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what’s your job?

as a sales Manager of photovoltaic systems, i.e. solar power 

plants, I’m basically focused on two primary fields: externally on 

business opportunities, market developments, our competitors 

and developments in technology. Internally my job is to organize 

sales procedures, sales tools, to be a “communication bridge” 

between clients and what they need and my colleagues from 

solar, as well as with the other departments that complement 

our work. 

what does “green” and/or “eco” mean to you – personally; 

and in your work, and specific job tasks and responsibilities?

for me green/eco simply means acting in a responsible way in 

everything you do. that means optimising our professional and 

personal activities. While our department goal is to make power 

plants that produce practically zero emissions our department 

is no “greener” than others simply by virtue of our business – it’s 

important not to print unnecessarily, to turn off office lights or 

air conditions when we’re not in the office, to travel only when 

necessary and the like.

Like dealing with the household budget, acting greener means 

we’re acting in a cost-efficient way. In the future companies 

should be thinking about rewarding “Green” employees. 

in what ways do you see gorenje’s commitment to greener, 

more ecologically-sound solutions– in its products, processes 

and development? which are the trends that you follow/

create?

I’m proud to be working for a company whose products follow, 

even set global trends in terms of saving energy. here design 

is a central development strategy. We still have a lot of room 

for improvement in our production and facilities, especially as 

we have the opportunity to produce our own electric and heat 

energy. 

as the photovoltaic business is relatively young it is crucial 

to follow the latest global technological developments, but 

conservatively. We are now faced with fast developments based 

on “old” crystalline technologies which still dominate the market. 

We try to create solar power plants which produce low-cost 

electric energy.    

How could your job / department / company practice 

greener, more ecologically responsible operations?

I would be happy to see solar power plants on all of Gorenje’s 

roofs and in all parking lots; on the  departmental level one or 

two electric cars wouldn’t be bad idea. 

How do you save energy and act green in your private life, at 

home, in your household?

I try to walk or bicycle, I don’t let the water run when brushing 

my teeth, and separate waste etc. We’re currently completing 

our biggest investment – our family house, with heating from a 

heat pump, wooden windows with triple glass, 16cm insulation 

and a wastewater treatment plant.

I must also mention that my father installed a solar power system 

on our cottage roof some 25 years ago – and it’s still in operation 

today.

 METOD ŠkERJANEC 

 SALES MANAGER, 

 GORENJE SOLAR 



Advanced Gorenje air conditioners. No noise, fully tailored to modern lifestyle, with many functions and features, and 

simply controlled. Advanced inverter technology allows up to 30% savings in electric energy while 6 top-class fi lters keep 

the air fresh and clean. Appealing design of wall-mounted, cassette, or fl oor-ceiling models will surely fi nd their space in 

your home. Gorenje air conditioners will keep your home at a cosy temperature.

Wall mounted
air conditioners

High effi  ciency 
inverters

Floor-/ceiling-
mounted air 
conditioners

Cassette air 
conditioners

ALWAYS A PLEASANT ATMOSPHERE.

www.gorenje.com

Oglasi GLM_A4 - gorenje NES-ENG.indd   3 13.2.2012   13:03:43
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PERFECT CLEAN
GETAwAy

 JEFF BICkERT     COURTESy OF PIPISTREL

Ivo Boscarol is a designer; and the owner and director 

of Pipistrel, which, since its establishment in 1987, 

has been setting aviation standards on a global scale. 

Boscarol’s designs of powered hang-gliders and 

motorgliders are now legendary, and his Sinus, Virus 

and Taurus aircraft are known worldwide. he was even 

awarded the Paul Tissandier Diploma, the highest 

award granted by the FAI (Fédération Aéronautique 

Internationale / The World Air Sports Federation) for 

outstanding contributions in the field of aviation. Today 

Boscarol remains – as always – a strong believer in energy 

conservation and has incorporated this philosophy into 

everything the company does, from its range of  highly 

innovative products down to its new, state of the art 

premises. 

Today, Ivo Boscarol splits his time between his work at 

Pipistrel and lecturing at distinguished business- and 

environment-oriented events, and is also a member of 

both the Strategic Council for Economic Development, 

Slovenia, and the Executive Board of the University 

of Nova Gorica. he’s committed to forming closer 

ties between universities and industry, and to further, 

responsible development nationwide – which is why a 

new 2400 m2 research and design centre was recently 

built next to the existing Pipistrel premises.

 IVO BOSCAROL AND hIS PIPISTREL COMPANy REPRESENT A    

 UNIQUE FORCE IN DESIGN, ENTREPRENEURShIP, ENVIRONMENTAL    

 AWARENESS – AND ThE ULTIMATE AVIATION  ExPERIENCE.  
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Later, in 2007, NASA issued a series of challenges for 

small, "personal" aviation – a plane as economical as 

possible, fast, with low fuel consumption. Pipistrel’s Virus 

won the NASA award and was named the Personal Air 

Vehicle of the future. In 2008 NASA was looking for the 

quietest plane (lowest cabin noise and the environmental 

noise), shortest take-off and steepest climb. Pipistrel 

won with the same, heavily modified aircraft, with a new 

propeller that enabled steep climbs and short take-offs. 

The latest addition to the Pipistrel product line is the 

Apis-Bee, a single-seater self-launching glider, a (baby) 

version of their iconic Taurus, offering even better gliding 

ratios. And a new project is already underway, a super-

fast four-seater business plane, called Arcus.

Always with one eye on the technology and the 

environment and the other on optimal aviation experience 

and independence, Pipistrel now produces an electric 

version of their highly popular Taurus glider – the first 

two-seat electric plane in the world, with completely 

retractable engine for better gliding performance. And 

last year saw Pipistrel make history yet again – their 

Taurus G4, the world’s first 4-seat fully electric aircraft, 

won the NASA challenge for the third time in a row. The 

bats are truly naturals.

The new building is entirely energy-independent and self-

sufficient, using renewable energy sources exclusively. 

The technology employed here includes geothermal heat 

exchangers, gas co-generation and Slovenia's largest 

solar power plant, up on the roof of the centre.

Pipistrel is the only major Slovenian aircraft producer and 

exporter (95% of aircraft produced are exported), and 

has succeeded in climbing to the top of the field building 

its own brand exclusively and developing its own aircraft 

research and development program.

Where does the curious, if not downright odd name 

"Pipistrel" come from? Under the former yugoslavia, 

alternative and ultralight flying was illegal. Ultra-light (UL) 

pilots had to fly in secret, to sneak an hour or two of flying 

in before darkness fell. Flying so late in the evening, using 

lights at the front of their aircraft – and as the powered 

hang-gliders had triangular shaped wings – local people 

started calling them “bats”; and pipistrel is the Latin word 

for bat.

Back in the mid-90s, Boscarol and company decided 

to offer glider pilots something that would enable them 

to go gliding alone, without aero-tow. The Sinus was 

the world's first ever two-seat motorglider to qualify in 

the ultralight class. It was a revolution: it was the first 

serially built UL made of composite material, bringing 

the company international recognition. In the first year 

of production, over 100 orders were received and it’s 

still their best seller, the most versatile, used for gliding, 

training and travel.

01 Award-winning Pipistrel Electro-Taurus

02 Clean green solar trailer

03 Pipistrel CEO Ivo Boscarol

01

02 03
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With support from various foun-

dations, local and international 

groups, the initiative has resulted in 

more than fifty communities in parts of 

Africa, South America and Asia using 

cleaner, healthier biomass briquettes 

as a primary cooking fuel, and helping 

counteract devastating deforestation. 

After four years of industrial design 

studies at the Academy of Arts, Uni-

versity of Ljubljana, Rok Oblak went 

north to study in the Masters Degree 

programme at helsinki’s University 

of Art and Design helsinki UIAh and 

to Emily Carr University in western 

Canada. Carr’s design program lays 

special emphasis on sustainable develo-

pment, virtual environments and social 

relations as creative strategies. Oblak’s 

research harnessed the approach and 

integrated it into a scheme of design 

for development, with the specific aim 

of designing cooking stoves specifically 

for biomass briquettes as an economic 

alternative energy solution in develo-

ping countries. 

With a special grant he pursued his 

research at the Aprovecho Research 

Laboratory in Eugene, Oregon, toge-

ther with Larry Winiarski, author of the 

original Roket Stove design on which 

Oblak’s holey Rcket is closely based. 

Oblak also formulated the idea of co-

ordinating new biomass briquette stove 

development, together with several 

centers actually engaged in briquette 

production. But rather than imposing 

new designs, however, the project 

aimed at helping adapt existing stove 

models according to new combustion 

design principles exploited by stoves 

like the holey Roket.

holey Roket is specifically designed 

 JEFF BICkERT    COURTESy OF ROk OBLAk

01

Rok Oblak’s holey Roket is a cooking stove designed to apply to existing 

inefficient cooking systems, and burns biomass briquettes widely used 

in rural (often no- or low-income) households around the world. 

HOLEY 
ALLIANCE
 ROK OBLAK AND THE HOLEY ROKET STOVE                   

to burn biomass briquettes, exploiting 

combustion technology to reduce fuel 

usage and harmful emissions, primarily 

from wood and charcoal. The briquette 

chamber is an insulated combustion 

chamber that works together with the 

stove form to create an optimal cooking 

system. The stove is made from a sim-

ple mixture of clay and sawdust. (In the 

initial firing process the sawdust burns, 

leaving small insulating air bubbles thro-

ughout, thus the ‘holey’ in holey Roket.) 

And the system as a whole evolved as 

briquettes themselves were redesigned 

for a better, cleaner burn. 

The unusual L-shaped combustion 

chamber and the position of briquettes 

improve the air flow and allow higher 

burning temperatures for toxic gasses 

(for example, carbon dioxide) and other 

substances; at the same time the shape 

enables simple adding of fuel during 
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  PROFILE 

01 Rok Oblak's holey Roket Stove, at 
work in Vancouver, B.C.

02 Oblak with Musisi Abassi of Nguvu, 
the biggest industrial briquette pro-
duction in Uganda

03 Rok Oblak with Dean Still (far right), 
co-founder of Aprovecho with Larry 
Winiarski, the leading R&D laboratory 
for cooking stoves for developing 
countries 

04 Stove shop, kampala, Uganda 

05 Oblak with with Isaac Owor, kampala 
with holey briquettes

06 Roket Stove, Uganda

07 Roket Stove, Uganda

 
08 Roket Stove, Phillipines

09 Roket Stove, Chad

10 Roket Stove, Congo 

The making of 

the holey Roket is 

essentially cost-free.

06

08 09 10

cooking. The open-source shape is 

simple to imitate and can be adjusted 

to existing stoves. In addition, existing 

pipes can also be used as forming mo-

dels for briquettes, and the side han-

dles can be used for drying briquettes 

or for lifting the hot stove.

The making of the holey Roket is es-

sentially cost-free. Because organic 

waste is used (as fuel), it encourages 

sustainability and contributes to a cle-

aner environment. Today the stove is 

made in the Philippines (Joshua Gu-

into), Uganda (Isaac Owor), Malawi 

(Marcel Westdijck), Democratic Repu-

blic of Congo (Virginia Echavarria) and 

Chad (Mark heath). The basic idea has 

been enhanced and upgraded with dif-

ferent models of the stove emerging in 

different parts of the world.

Rok Oblak presently lives and works 

between Canada and Slovenia. he re-

ceived the (Canadian) 2009 Governor 

General’s Gold Medal Award for acade-

mic achievement for his project-work 

at Emily Carr University.

more: http://grad2009.ecuad.ca/maa_

design/rok_oblak/
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LAST WORD                                                                                                                                      

The list of adjectives used to describe the current global 

trend towards sustainability and a sustainable future 

goes on for some time. We’ve been talking about and 

continue to spend so much time talking about the future 

yet, more often than not, we fail to actually do something 

about it. For simplicity or argument’s sake, let’s just call it 

ECO future. But before we go any further, let’s have a look 

at what exactly ECO means.

As the editor of Energetika.NET I have been keeping track 

of business trends for several years, mainly in the energy 

sector, but also in economy as a whole and in part also in 

excessive energy- wasting traffic.  And the course of these 

trends has undoubtedly been shaped by the so-called “ECO 

future”. All well and good, but as it happens – perhaps 

inadvertently – most every product or service out there is 

now promoted as part of this ECO future. The actual fact, 

however, is that there is no such thing as a product without 

at least a minimal impact on the environment (or else there 

would be no such product, right?). It is, however, better to 

have the products that would have “seen the light of day” 

one way or another made by using fewer materials and less 

energy.  On the other hand, producing additional, enormous 

amounts of products that are no more than an addition to 

the existing range only for the sake of an ECO future is 

also less than good. The existing range of products is (too) 

extensive as it is and as such just another reason why we 

can't make up our minds when we go shopping, filling our 

shopping baskets instead with things we don't even need. 

So it really is high time we started “switching our brains on”!

Don't get me wrong: things are not all that grim; besides, one 

mustn't forget liquidity (read: spending). In addition, buyers 

are already beginning to distinguish between the many so-

called ECO products and make decisions according to their 

conscience and based on the information that generated 

that conscience. As the author of “eco” books I have already 

been asked: “how can a book be ECO?” It's a good question 

and I believe it’s one that every provider of so-called ECO 

products and services should answer! My answer went 

like this: “My books are ECO because they communicate 

environmentally-friendly messages that in my opinion offset 

the environmental impact of printing them; and secondly, 

because a part of the proceeds from sales goes to animal 

shelters and human rights organisations. And, last but not 

least, they are printed on recycled paper, and although the 

latter requires production, it still means that fewer trees are 

cut to make them.”

But there is something else I would especially like to point 

out. If sustainable, or in our case an ECO future is what we 

want, we really should have a look around us! Too many 

people have their eyes set on themselves alone (or if you will, 

their mirror image), but the fact is, none of us are the centre 

of this planet. Fortunately, ours is a big planet and a host to 

myriad magnificent creatures, from people to animals and 

plants. And it’s incredibly easy to help them all to partake 

of life, just like we want to do ourselves. If every individual 

contributed one coin, and people with more means a few 

more, then those less fortunate could rise to a new day 

without the heavy burden of their economic situation. While 

it's true that it's not easy to find a trustworthy charity, there 

are still many organisations that truly make a change in the 

world, be it by rescuing animals abandoned by their owners, 

or by providing funds for the education of African or other 

disadvantaged children.

Today, people tend to first ask: “What's in it for me?” 

Instead of providing an answer, I would like to remind you 

of Gandhi's thought: “Be the change you want to see in 

the world.” All I can say is: it’s worth it! Energy generates 

energy and I firmly believe that when you send good energy 

into the world it will at one point – perhaps when you least 

expect it – find you back. And if we so much want to step 

into a sustainable or ECO future (at least according to the 

economic and marketing trends), we must begin with the 

changes we wish for. So let’s become the (positive) change 

in the world. It's the only way – in my modest opinion – to 

be truly ECO!

Alenka Žumbar Klopčič is the editor of Energetika.NET and 

the author of several ‘eco’ books

SWITCh 

 ALENkA ŽUMBAR kLOPčIč 

 GREEN, NATURAL, ORGANIC,       

 ENVIRONMENTALLy FRIENDLy, CLEAN, SMART, SUSTAINABLE                                                                         
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www.gorenje.com

HomeCHEF is a revolutionary oven combining the knowledge of master chefs with user-friendly technology. While its large 

colour TFT display simplifi es the selection of settings by simply sliding a fi nger across the display, the greatest benefi t of 

the oven is a patented multi-step baking - STEPbake, which enables preset changes of temperature, heating elements and 

cooking time for your selected dish. HomeCHEF is the right choice for consistently delicious culinary experiences and will 

impress and inspire beginners and seasoned chefs alike.

HomeCHEF. OVEN FULL OF KNOWLEDGE.

GLM februar 2012 - oglas HomeChef ENG.indd   2 13.2.2012   13:16:39

Built-in heat pump | Very low per-cycle cost of drying A–40% | Patented laundry drying solution TwinAir | Unique fi bre 

smoothing method with the IonTech technology | Gentle drying with SensorIQ sensor technology

Resulting from years of experience amassed by Gorenje experts, and excellent understanding of the needs of the modern 

user, the new generation dryers also boast the SensoCARE solution for optimum choice of drying mode, great ergonomics, 

and remarkable energy effi  ciency.

SOFTNESS SENSATION. UltraSOFT.
NEW GENERATION DRYERS

www.gorenje.com

-40%

GLM februar 2012 - oglas UltraSoft ENG.indd   1 2.2.2012   15:25:06
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Marijan Penšek, making sense of energy issues • The Grass is Greener 

— On The rOOf  •  gorenje Green PersPecTives • PuTTinG heaT TO wOrk  •  

indoP cOGeneraTiOn • LivinG urban farm • Gorenje Solar’S PLace in 

The sun • PiPisTreL’s ivo BoScarol fLyinG hiGh •
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2,500 — 3,200 kWh 
for hot water
SavingS Through inveSTmenTS
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Positive
Change

re- imagine 
our urban environments

1000 
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15 — 30 %
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Buiding on 3 decades of experience in development and production of sanitary heat pumps, Gorenje has taken a step 

further. Cooperation of seasoned eminent  Gorenje experts has resulted in a new line of space heating heat pumps: 

AQUAGOR, TERRAGOR, and AEROGOR. Tested according to the most stringent European standards, Gorenje heat pumps 

deliver quality and reliability even in the coldest days.

Gorenje heating systems with a heat pump 

are both reliable and economical as they will 

reduce your heating bill by 60 to 75%.

NEW ENERGY OF CREATIVITY. 
AQUAGOR, TERRAGOR, AND AEROGOR HEAT PUMPS 

www.gorenje.com
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